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This book isn't fancy. Its actual size isn’t much i i 
bigger than what you see here. But it tells a lot | @ | 
about U.S. Steel. Its operations. Facilities. : 

Growth. Working benefits. It gives a rough idea ' Lh | 
of the Corporation's many career opportunities. | | meen: stent e N 
(Imagine how many engineers are needed in a : i 
company this size.) A reader won't find any i about i 
flowery phrases in this book about success. : 
That part is up to the individual. U.S. Steel i 
wants men with drive and initiative who aren't LS. STEEL : 
afraid of competition. A lot of people like that 

have already read this book. They work for us : 

now. Are you that kind of person? Send the 

coupon. USS is a registered trademark : a | 

i yi, < i /, ihe 
i I . a icra ee 

2 
United States Steel Corporation 
Personnel Division 
Room 6085, 525 William Penn Place 
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 

Please send me the free book, “Basic Facts about U.S. Steel.” 
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with a computer 
NN $$$ 28090 

Engineers at the General Motors Research either. Real opportunity to move up, increasing 

Laboratories electronically simulate the steer- your knowledge and responsibility, perhaps shift- 

ing response of Firebird II with analog com- ing to another department or division to develop 

puter equipment. further skills. 

Would you like to work with computers, the GM provides financial aid for those who go 

brain child of mathematics? How about metal- on to postgraduate studies. And for undergrads, 

lurgy? Solid state physics? Automobiles? Inertial there’s a summer program with which they can 

guidance? If you’re a scientist or engineer at gain valuable experience. 

General Motors, you may work in one of these For more information on a rewarding future 

fields or dozens of others, just as exciting, just with GM, see your Placement Officer or write Lo 

as challenging. General Motors, Salaried Personnel Placement, 

There’s real opportunity here. No roadblocks Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

a 

: a) \ - LL Duk 

GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor’s, Master's and Doctor’s degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, Aero- 

nautical and Ceramic Engineering » Mathematics + Industrial Design + Physics + Chemistry » Engineering Mechanics » Business Administration and Related Fields 
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Business Staffs for the 1960-61 semester. No journalism or other | | June Hoznwe Se . ‘ ‘ . AMES VIERBICHNER ce’62 revious magazine experience is necessary. ! R g P ¥ Barpara Friepe che’63 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded 1896 

VOLUME 64, NUMBER 8 

THIS MONTH'S COVER was drawn by Jann Fleck, a graduating 
senior in art education. The diploma serves as a material 
symbol for the time and effort that has gone into getting a 
degree in college. Graduation day is looked forward to 
with anticipation by almost every college student. We of 
The Wisconsin Engineer join with Jann in saluting those 
who will be graduating this June. 
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 
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¢ Shown above is a freon refrigeration system for manned flight environmental control systems, Garrett 

the Boeing 707. Through its unique design, a 10-ton designs and produces equipment for air-breathing 

cooling capacity is provided at one-tenth the weight aircraft as well as the latest space vehicles such as 

of commercial equipment. The leading supplier of Project Mercury and North American’s X-15. 

DIVERSIFICATION IS THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE 

Company diversification is vital to the graduate engi- major supplier of centralized flight data systems and 

neer’s early development and personal advancement other electronic controls and instruments. 

in his profession. The extraordinarily varied experi- wo . 
sP es A y va P + Missile Systems — has delivered more accessory 

ence and world-wide reputation of The Garrett a oe 
- . a, he fe quod power units for missiles than any other company. 
Corporation and its AiResearch divisions is supported 4. ‘ : . . 

: : AiResearch is also working with hydraulic and hot 
by the most extensive design, development and pro- eas control systems for missiles 

duction facilities of their kind in the industry. e y " . 

This diversification of product and broad engineer- + Gas Turbine Engines— world’s largest producer of 

ing scope from abstract idea to mass production, small gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500 

coupled with the company’s orientation program for delivered ranging from 30 to 850 horsepower. 

new engineers on a rotating assignment plan, assures 
you the finest opportunity of finding your most profit- 
able area of interest. See the magazine, ‘The Garrett Corporation and 

. : Career Opportunities,” at your college placement 
Other major fields of interest include: na : se a 

yor of office. For further information write to Mr. Gerald 

- Aircraft Flight and Electronic Systems—pioneer and _D., Bradley in Los Angeles... 

THE > CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona 

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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Tom Speer, Senior Engineering Research Supervisor at Stand- whirl around to reveal wear patterns and other vital informa- 
ard Oil, inspects one of the 12 sections in a new miniature tion. (INSET) Ruler shows wear pattern after strip has 
road tester. Under simulated weather conditions, four wheels taken pounding from tires during rain, freeze, thaw and heat. 

Rg 3 eoeF HIS ‘ROAD’ CARRIES 

WORLD’S HEAVIEST TRAFFIC! 
Say good-bye to washboard pavements and from desert dry to cloudburst drenched.‘‘Road 
chuck holes—their doom may be sealed! conditions’’, too, can be changed from freezing 

Key weapon in the war on costly road dam- to thawing. 
age is a new miniature highway developed in Within weeks, the new test-tube roadway 
the Standard Oil research laboratories in can determine what happens to roads during 

Whiting, Indiana. It is only 12 inches wide and years of use in all kinds of weather. It can pre- 

44 feet in circumference, but it carries heavier test paving formulas and techniques, and may 

loads than any highway in the world. This Tom show how to eliminate washboard pavement 

Thumb turnpike will eventually lead to meth- and chuck holes. Savings in highway research 

ods of building longer-lasting, smoother, safer alone may run into millions of dollars. Even 

highways...at far less cost to taxpayers. larger savings in auto and road repairs and 

Four wheels whirling around hour after hour possibly in gasoline taxes are in sight. 
can give it any degree of traffic intensity de- This test-tube roadway is just one of the 
sired. Pressure that corresponds to the weight many exciting developments at Standard. 

of the heaviest trucks can be applied to the Every day, scientificresearch, pureand applied, 

wheels. To simulate actual traffic, the wheels points the way to new or improved products. 
are placed on braking and acceleration 90 per This work holds great challenge and satisfac- 
cent of the time. Automated electronic equip- tion for young men who are interested in scien- 
ment can quickly change “road conditions” tific and technical careers. 

@ 
iN 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY a Se 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

THROUGH RESEARCH 
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With The 

Ed : ttor 

ae 8 N THE opposite page is the and modernization. After the base, consideration 
we Orvviznty arch at the entrance must next be given to the exact position of the 

i ' to Camp Randall. Almost keystone. If the keystone is set on an angle, the entire 
3 every engineer, during his college appearance of the arch will also be tilted or just 

> ye career at the University of Wis- plainly—lopsided. At this point, and until further com- 
BA 2 a consin, passes under that com- pletion, the student is directly responsible for the out- 
3 2) ~—SOsémmeermattive ‘structure. But how come of his own education. In attaining a final goal, 
eo | fm veh thought does he really give in his formal college studies, the student will have 
| in. to it? This particular arch was many opportunities to learn much more than what is 

— constructed as a tribute to our EXACTLY asked for in his examinations. When read- 
Civil War heroes, not as a critical structural element, ing his text, he must be able to understand the ideas 
such as a support for a roadway above a river or high- and not just the words of the author. But MORE 
way. Yet, the Camp Randall arch still is constructed important, is the material learned between studies. 
with the same basic design as any arch. To view an The social and extra curricular life at the entire uni- 
arch, one may look at it from several different points. versity is of equal and possibly more importance than 
From one point of view, we see that the unsupported the number of grade points attained. The outside 
arch is held by the KEYSTONE. Without it, the arch life the student leads in the classroom, the life he 
could not stand. Some people, then, might say that the spends with his roommates, the life he leads with so 
MOST IMPORTANT part of the arch is the keystone. many different peoples; people from different parts of 

It is true that without it the arch surely could not exist; the state, of the United States, of the World, are of 
without a good foundation, a strong base, or proper extremely important value. The conduct with his own 
design, the arch could not stand either. Then there is and opposite sex, and all other personal and business 
NO—MOST IMPORTANT part, but just a combina- relations can not be learned in the text book. He 
tion of RELATIVELY important parts. Each part is must be able to learn all this by himself. 
of some importance, some parts being of lesser im- 

portance though, since they can be replaced by some The arch that has been built with materials not 
other substitute part. Thus the keystone should be having the same quality and workmanship on the in- 
considered as a piece of high importance, since it can side as those on the outside, will not be strong. This 

not be replaced or substituted. type of arch will appear as fine as any other, but 

time will be the deciding criteria. Depending upon the 
The educational system at the University of Wis- quality, or inferiority of materials, the arch will soon 

consin is analagous “to the: SECH. Here, the student begin to fail the test. The student who has learned the 

might be compared to the keystone, and the entire most—in every phase—will stand the test. 
University to the base or foundation. The University The foundation solid, the workmanship of high de- 
offers education in. various categories, and each of gree, the keystone properly set in place, will make 
these categories, or colleges, has its own purpose and a fine and solid arch; the foundation solid, the learn- 

facilities. After the base is selected and with the stu- ing of high degree, the student with a well rounded 
dent as the keystone, the arch, or the entire college education, will make a fine and worldly person. 
education, can be constructed. In this construction, we 

see that the base is already built, as the college has 
been functioning for several generations and is con- Pe sLucoR, 
stantly undergoing continual growth, improvement, 

MAY, 1960 7
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complete instrumentation for NASA’s Project Mercury 

i oe 
\, 
. 

The reality of McDonnell’s manned sat- __ tion systems, Missile and satellite tracking PPa@e > 7 Jeane 

ellite will be a great milestone in NASA’s — and communication, Antenna design, Ama- @ A a 
exploration of space. Collins Radio Com- — teur radio and Broadcast. 5 A : 
pany is proud to participate in Project Collins manufacturing and R & D ine A s — a 

Mercury by supplying the complete elec- stallations are also located in Burbank @ ™ _< ™* 5 
tronics system, including orbital radio and Dallas. Modern laboratories and. re- : , F vom a 

noes Sea command system search facilities at all locations ensure the g le a 
for radio control, a telemetry data system, — finest working conditions. 8 a 

a Minitrack beacon system, a transponder . . a a 
beacon system for precision tracking, and Your placement office will tell you when gj Professional Placement, a 
a rescue radio voice and beacon system. a Collins representative will be on campus. @ Collins Radio Company, C2 a 

. . . @ Cedar Rapids, lowa a 
Collins needs engineers and physicists to For all the interesting facts and figures @ oo of 

keep pace with the growing demand for its of recent Collins developments send for 5 Flease send Wis each Collins: Signal published 5 
products. Positions are challenging. Assign- your free copies of Signal, published quar- 9 aah 8 
ments are varied. Projects currently under- _ terly by the Collins Radio Company. Fill @ Name a 
way in the Cedar Rapids Division include out and mail the attached coupon today. @ —““———________________ &@ 
research and development in Airborne — You'll receive every issue published during 5 Aaaiese 5 
communication, navigation and identifica- this school year without obligation. 2 ___ 8 

: City State 5 

a a 

iy» @ College or University a 

COLLINS 5 : a Major degree Minor Ss 

— a a 
: Graduation date 5 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY e CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA © DALLAS, TEXAS © BURBANK, CALIFORNIA [iia osm Ot 62 OO OU OD GD OD OO 
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1K \tW 
; AN NAAN The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe. 

{ fj STN But there is quite another kind of “space” close at hand, a kind that will always 
; f jh x | \ challenge the genius of man. - J if SS 

2.0- Wy + 3 ‘ This space can easily be measured. It is the space-dimension of cities and the 
& / A \ distance between them... the kind of space found between mainland and off- 
wf | 5, \y shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply 
ey f =F i =2@ base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all, 
NG 7 el ~ Sikorsky is concerned with the precious “spaceway” that currently exists be- 

=o a tween all earthbound places. 

_— — Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL 

7 aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most 

versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve- 

hicles that can prove to be tomorrow’s most versatile means of transportation. 

Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical 

engineering talent, Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet. 

KO RS KY For information about careers with us, please ad- 
ms dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department. Ss 

SSS 

=) AIRCRAFT 
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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by Visvaldis Stepe, me’61 

Man is always looking for a better way to 

make power; fuel cells may end his looking 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUEL CELL physics and discovery of new cata- Components 

lysts, helped to create new interest The main constituents of the Hy- 
FUEL cell is a device which in fuel cells. Advances in solid state drogen-Oxygen fuel cell are the 

A cnn chemical energy di- physics have helped to solve some _glectrodes, the electrolyte, and the 
rectly into electrical energy. of the fuel cell problems by ex- catalyst. The electrodes, one posi- 

Theoretically, this direct conversion _ plaining the behavior and move- tive and one negative arevdondic 
of energy should approach 100 per- ment of particles of a solid. The tor. through which current enters 
cent efficiency. In other words, the discovery of new catalysts have ang leaves an electrolyte, Elec- 
process should produce no waste helped to increase the reaction — iodes for the fuel cell are made 
materials such as soot, smoke, or rates within the cell, thus solving fom some porous material, such as 
ashes. Compared to efficiencies ob- one of the problems which pre- carbon, impregnated with Gatalsists, 
tainable today, this figure of 100 | vented a more rapid development To prevent the electrolyte from sat- 

percent is really startling, Modern of the fuel cell im the past. urating the electrode, the electrodes 
power stations produce electricity are water-proofe he elec’ > is 
at an efficiency of 35 to 40 per- DESCRIPTION OF THE FUEL CELL — {6 y'ater-prooted. The electrode is 
cent. The peak efficiency in in- The fuel cell, as earlier defined, the electrode that the reactions take 
ternal-combustion engines is 25 to jg a device which changes chemical place and electric current, or flow 
30 percent. Diesel engines and gas energy directly into electrical en- of electrons, begins. 
turbines are approaching their limit ergy. This electrical energy is in The second component of the 
at 40 percent. the form of a direct current. In cell is the electrolyte. An electro- 

Because the conventional energy structure the fuel cell resembles — lyte is a substance in which the 
converting technology seems to the common dry battery because, conduction of electricity is accom- 
be approaching a dead end, the _ like the battery, the fuel cell con- plished by chemical decomposition. 
task of developing the fuel cell into sists essentially of electrodes and an As _ such, its main function is to 
a useful and effective source of electrolyte. However, unlike the serve as the connecting medium be- 
power has been seriously under- battery, the fuel cell can not store — tween the electrodes. Both solid 
taken, This work on the fuel cell energy within the cell itself and and liquid electrolytes are used. 
actually began more than a hun- thus the energy has to be led away The third component of the 
dred years ago. In 1839, Sir Wil- from the cell as current. Hydiogen-Oxygen fuel cell is the 
liam Grove described the first Several types of fuel cells are in catalyst. Because there are so many 
hydrogen-oxygen type fuel cell. existence today, but all of the types different catalysts, it is easiest to 
However, the first fuel cells were operate basically on the same prin- define a catalyst by its functions. 
not too successful because of rela- ciple and result in production of | The main functions of the catalyst 
tively low current production and electric current. Therefore, for the are to lower the energy barriers 
slow reaction rates. Electrochemists sake of simplicity, the Hydrogen- and to speed up the reaction. As 
continued to work on the problems Oxygen Cell, which is the least stated earlier, the electrodes are 
associated with the fuel cells, but complicated type of fuel cell, will impregnated with the catalyst. 
without much progress. Recently, be described as a representative These three components consti- 
two factors, advances in solid state cell. tute the basic fuel cell, but such a 
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. —Compliments Allis-Chalmers Co. 
Tractor that is powered by fuel cells. 

fuel cell will not produce electric gen produces the most energy per ethane, coal, and others. Some- 
current. In order that current be pound, but today’s commercial hy- times it is possible for a part of 
produced a fuel must be introduced —_ drogen is too full of impurities to the cell to act as a fuel as well as a 
into the cell. The cell will operate be used in the cell. In its place, basic component of the cell. An ex- 
only as long as the fuel supply lasts. pure, specially produced hydrogen ample of this would be the electro- 

is used. lyte acting as a reductant. 
Fuels The combinations of two or more The fuel can be introduced into 

It would be desirable to be able fuels are almost unlimited. The the cell through hollow, round elec- 
to use coal or hydrocarbon liquids only requirement that has to be met ___ trodes or through solid, flat elec- 
as fuels, because of their low cost. is that one of the fuels should be trodes. Conversion of chemical 
However, the electrochemical prop- an oxidant and the other a reduc- energy into electrical energy fol- 
erties of these materials are poor. tant. Oxidants which could be used lows the introduction of fuel into 
Several gases appear to have the — in a fuel cell are chlorine, oxygen, the cell. The process is fairly well 
characteristics of an ideal fuel. Of and air. Examples of reductants are understood today and is briefly de- 
these, hydrogen and carbon monox- hydrogen, carbon monoxide, zinc, scribed in the following paragraphs. 
ide are the most prominent. Hydro- alcohol, natural gas, methane, (Continued on next page) 
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Fuel Cells pressed against the solid electrolyte. acting the fuel and oxygen directly. 
lecaieuniea from lise www) The fuel is usually not used in The oxygen and the reductant are | 

its natural form. Instead, it is fed into the regenerator. Here a 

Conversion of Chemical Energy Into broken down (by reaction of steam chemical intermediate is produced. 

Electrical Energy and carbon dioxide) to produce This intermediate is then sent to a 
A Hydrogen-Oxygen fuel cell hydrogen and carbon monoxide. gas diffusion electrode and current 

Was developed by Francis T. Bacon These BASES diffuse into the nega- is produced in the same manner 
of the University of Cambridge,  HVe electrode, where ‘they react as in the Hydrogen-Oxygen cell. 
The electrolyte of this cell was held WD fhe carbonate ions in the elec- The draw-back of this cell is the 
between two thin porous. elec- eohe low af electrons, water, unsatisfactory regenerator reaction 

asitline: (woe cd eit ie and carbon dioxide are the prod- ‘ y 78 = a 
trodes. The fuel was introduced un- ic i. nen nd . efficiency. The process involved in 
der pressure and diffused through ucts ‘of this reaction. The electrons the Redox cell is very similar to the 

the electrodes. With the help of the and the sarhow elma sent to chemical SRaCESS evolved in an- 
catalyst, the fuel then reacted with Hie anode ‘whens they diffuse, oom: other ty : f fuel cell th > Rese 
the clectrolvte. bine with oxygen (from an external O° th Pl a cele Hegen- 

The hisie proces of enarey cone source ) and form carbonate ions Creve Teh Gelb. 
caus : . eee (CO,=). The cycle repeats and the ‘ 
version can be summarized as fol- aS : Regenerative Fuel Cell 

lows: hydrogen is fed into the product, again, is flow of electric I R Fi r cathode ‘(negative electrode), The current through an external circuit. n a Regenerative fuel cell a 

fas diffuses ‘throu sh the electrode There ane several disadvantages ayele 4 Farina iit clnsed sys a“ “ Absorbed g the surface of connected with this type of fuel in which reactants are continuously 

the asuneds, The aleewolyes Be6- cell. While simplifying electrode regenerated from the products of 
duces livdroxyl jong (OH-), These and cell construction, the use of the reaction. Compared to the other 

ions come in contact with the hy- — 
drogen atom and form water. In _ S@E te 
the process, electrons are given up eis 
to the electrode and the water is _( 
passed into the electrolyte. Mean- ‘(| 
time at the anode (positive elec- — ot beer 1, 7 - | 

trode), oxygen is fed in. The _| set ea QC HEC ts 2 Oe fe sean) i 
oxygen reacts with the electrons Soe S BES [og oe ee Bee Boog ones 
from the external circuit and the EEE [econ = (o)() ee (<) areas A 
water from the electrolyte, and ieee Coe eee oe. Soe | 
forms hydroxyl ions, which will be a (ole ei ar nreee (ey PEE ey 

used up at the cathode. The cata- 2 PE —& a (©): oe ear 
lyst helps to push the hydrogen tes Patio Sani gS ee eo Ie SEs 
atoms a the oie of the elec. A 2 Oe] eee) See 
trode and to unite the atom with bere po) PCRS SSS ee ee 
the hydroxyl ion. The important on PRR c= ere : or eee ee 
product of these reactions is a flow sae CO Seep |e SULTS RS Se 

of electrons, or current, through an pra BREE SS SAO ee BETES, BIDS RE 
external circuit. 1 : i ie JEU ee 

This is an example of a Fuel Cell showing some of the reactions. 

TYPES ‘OF BURL CELLS ceramic matrix is certain to result cells, the efficiency of the Regen- 
Besides the popular Hydrogen- in greater internal resistance in the erative cell is low. 

Oxygen fucl cell, several other cell. Also, a screen electrode cannot Another fuel cell which should 
types of fuel cells are now being be expected to yield as high a cur- he mentioned is the Consumable 
developed and tested. One of these, rent density as a true gas diffusion Electrode fuel cell 
the Molten Salt Electrolyte fuel electrode, inasmuch as there is , 

cell, is a cell which would be able much less active area per unit geo- Consumable Electrode Fuel Cell 
to use cheap fuels, but would have metrical area. Presently, the best of This ff . . 

to operate at temperatures around the high-temperature cells produce nis type: 0 uel cell is very 

500°C. only half the watts per cubic foot much like the Hydrogen-Oxygen 
as the Hydrogen-Oxygen fuel cell. cell. A big difference is that the 

Molten Salt Electrolyte Fuel Cell One advantage that this cell does electrodes serve a dual purpose— 
This high temperature cell must have over some of the other fuel they act as electrodes and as a 

have a solid clectrolyte, since at Cells is that it can use cheap fuels, source of fuel. Electrode rods are 

the high operating temperatures A fuel cell which uses a slightly fed continuously into a liquid elec- 
the aqueous electrolytes would boil different principle in the conversion _trolyte and consumed. The power- 
away. The electrolyte is a mixture of energy, is the Redox fuel cell. weight ratio is high and therefore 

of alkali carbonates in a ceramic the consumable electrode principle 
matrix. Redox Fuel Cell offers the widest applications, par- 

The electrodes are made of por- Redox fuel cells employ devices ticularly for the transportation 

ous metal disks or screens, tightly called “regenerators” instead of re- industry. 
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General Electric scientists are is interesting to compare with these Problems 
working on a fuel cell which is dif- values the power rating values of The main proble Jay. ax that 
ferent from the previously de- some of the better fuel cells. The f fn Bad : pro “a today e ‘ “ 
scribed fuel cells. This fuel cell is fuel cells approach the 250 to 300 or ne ing a com pination ore ee 
called an Ion Exchange Membrane watt-hour per pound range, Also, — cleoisolys, and catalysts 
Fuel Cell. it should not be forgotten that the - ie wou ie bive the re rest a 

fuel cells are only in the pioneering ” i Oe a“ Tf ae al : : he wr lon Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell stage. ously discussed fuel ce s, there was 
some disadvantage associated with 

The Ion Exchange Membrane Unlike the conventional dry cell, that particular type of cell. Many 
fuel cell has a few new ideas em- the fuel cell will not disintegrate of the problems are presented by 
ployed in its design. It differs from due to chemical reactions. Lock- the electrodes because an efficient 
the previously described cells in heed researchers have deliberately fuel cell must have an electrode 
two respects. An ion exchange tried to ‘poison’ the fuel cell’s elec- which performs efficiently. To do 
membrane is used as the electro- trodes to induce disintegration— so, the electrodes must meet certain 
lyte, and the electrolyte is acidic. and so far, happily, they have general requirements. Some of the 
In a cell using acidic electrolyte, failed, requirements are: 
the hydrogen ion, rather than the Several industrial concerns have 1. High electrical conductivity. 
hydroxyl, is the charge carrier. shown interest in the fuel cell after a a . . , 
This results in mass transport realizing its great capabilities. 2. Catalytic DEGDELIES GOs Ie 
through the electrolyte from the Small devices of various types have Cigase TEACHON HALES. 
hydrogen to the oxygen electrode been produced which operate on 3. Stable pore size distribution 
where the product, water, is the power supplied by fuel cells. to maintain electrolyte-gas in- 
formed. The formation of the water . terface at proper position 
at the oxygen electrode is advan- Practical Applications of Fuel Cells within electrode over wide 
tageous, particularly because the range of load currents and for 
acidic electrolyte permits direct op- Fuel cells are now in existence long periods of time. In other 
eration on untreated air. which produce sufficient electric words, the electrode must nei- 

A number of advantages of this current to drive small motors and ther become “drowned” nor 
Gall dvechigted below: to produce light. Not all the fuel leak gas into the electrolyte. 

- ; cells are limited to operation of 4. Corrosi vsedednavens 
I. There are no moving parts. small devices. The Allis-Chalmers » Gorrosion resistance, 
2. The acidic type electrolyte Company, for example, is presently The size factor of the fuel cell 

permits operation on gases testing a tractor which operates on created many problems in the past. 
containing carbon dioxide, e.g. power supplied by fuel cells. However, today this problem has 
air or diluted hydrogen such The fuel cell tractor develops been diminished considerably, Effi- 
as might be obtained by react- 3000 pounds of drawbar pull, more ciency of the fuel cell is being in- 
ing fossil fuels with water. than enough to pull a mulitple- creased and with increase of 

3. No close tolerances are re- bottom plow in field tests. Power to efficiency, the size of the cell can 

quried in the construction of drive the tractor is obtained from be reduced. In theory, a fuel cell 
the cells nor should they be 1008 fuel cells, using a mixture of — ©? be built in almost any size, de- 
necessary in the assembly of — fyel gases (largely propane) and pending on the amount of power 

batteries. oxygen. The 1008 individual fuel needed. 
Added to these advantages might cells are arranged in ne units of Cost, which can be considered as 

he theeood power-weisht ratioand nine cells each. The 112 units are a problem, is not of too great im- 
the absence of liquid electrolyte, arranged in four banks and elec- portance. Since the work is in the 

° tricity can be taken from any com- pioneering stage, high cost is natu- 
bination of the banks. The elec- rally expected. With volume pro- 

PRESENT WORK DONE WITH tricity supplied to a standard 20 duction it can be expected that the 
FUEL CELLS horsepower motor is controlled by cost will decrease. . 

. a compact controller, The control- 
Work with the fuel cells is done ler permits the tractor driver to FUTURE OF THE FUEL CELL 

by several companies today, Each regulate speed or reverse the trac- 

of these companies sees a particu- tor direction by moving two levers. Let us consider the advantages 
lar use for the cells in a particular Using the speed control, the opera- and disadvantages of the fuel cell 

field. Before discussing the uses of tor places the four banks of cells as some means of measuring the 
the cells, let us first consider the in series or parallel, varying the potential of the fuel cell. 
capabilities of the existing cells. amount of current going to the 

motor. To reverse the tractor, the Advantages and Disadvantages 
Capabilities driver moves the second lever, flow The foremost advantage of the 

Energy produced by an electro. the motor. fuel cell is its extremely high cffi- 
chemical reaction is measured in The fuel cell, just as any new ciency. It is expected that once the 
watt-hours per pound of weight. A development, presents a variety of fuel cells are put in regular opera- 
car battery has a power rating of —— problems which have to be solved tion, they will function at an elffi- 
8 to 10 watt-hours per pound. It before it is perfected. (Continued on page 31) 
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Metal Sprayi f Metal 

Metal—The Wire P 

by David G. Kumbera me’61 

POWDER METHOD WIRE PROCESS Dr. Schoop was ready to test the 
. . a oy. wire process, The equipment and 

ETAL spraying is a compar- Upon re-examination of his pow- sroceduves “were ta, sucecss 

Marve new process of sur- der process, Dr. Schoop recognized t The inaréased BcoaOTAY af the 

face finishing. It had its the following weak points concern- wits "process: BvEy the powder 

beginning in 1909 when Dr. M. H. ing the process: iiethod wae readily appreciated by 

Schoop of Zurich, Switzerland de- L. Since powdered metal was ex- industry. In addition, wire spray 
vised a method of spraying molten pensive and awkward to han- equipment was far more portable 

metal, Metal to be sprayed was dle, a major weakness of the than that used in the powder proc- 
first made into powder form. It was process was the powder itself. ess. Dr. Schoop’s early wire spray- 

then fed by gravity into a torch 2. Since the torch head was an ing equipment is still the basis 
head similar to the type used in adaptation of the oxy-acety- of today’s modern spraying 
oxy-acetylene welding, Within the lene welding torch, the tem- equipment. ‘ 
head the metal was melted, atom- perature at the tip of the 

ized, and forced (by means of inner cone of a neutral flame METALLIZING PROCESS 

compressed air) against the item to was nearly 6500° F. Thus Metallizing Equipment 

be sprayed. enough heat was developed to Modern metallizing equipment 

Since the method involved awk- melt any metal. consists of the spray gun and a 

ward, cumbersome equipment and 3. Since gravity could not be supply of gases—compressed air, 

many separate time-consuming used to feed solid wire a new oxygen, and a fuel gas. 

steps, it was necessarily a costly feed mechanism would have Though several companies man- 
method. Consequently, the powder to be designed. ufacture metallizing guns, they are 

method was not accepted as a With these ideas in mind, Dr. basically the same. Guns vary in 
worthwhile manufacturing process. Schoop first redesigned the torch weight from three to six pounds. 
The sprayed surface was, however, head to accommodate the wire Most of the guns will adjust to wire 
recognized as a positive advance in form. He next designed the feed sizes ranging from 0.320 to 0.125 

the surface finishing field. mechanism to operate in conjunc- inches. The metallizing gun con- 
Dr. Schoop continued to search tion with the compressed air sists essentially of two basic parts: 

for a better method of applying blower device. By regulating the 1. An air-turbine-driven wire- 
metal by use of a spray. In 1912 he air flow he could control the wire feed mechanism. 
devised the wire process. feed, After three years of effort, 2. An oxy-gas flame. 
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I- METALLIZING UNIT 3- OXYGEN REGULATOR 5- AIR CONTROL UNIT 7- WIRE CONTROL UNIT 
2- GAS REGULATOR 4- FLOW METER 6- HOSE UNIT 

Each part has the necessary manufactured gas is limited to Surface Preparation of Base Metal 
controls. spraying metals of low fusion tem- Prior to any spraying, the base 

A wire feed consists of knurled — peratures because of its low Btu metal (surface being sprayed) 
rollers between which the wire contents Acetylene and_ propane must be given some type of irregu- 
travels. Feed speeds may be con: —_, are taosy often ose roe larity or roughness. This roughness 
trolled either by throttling the air they are readily available. Also gives the spray metal something to 
supply or by use of a friction they are relatively inexpensive. cling to. There are five methods 

governor. Oxygen, though not a fuel gas commonly used to roughen the 

The oxy-gas flame is contained wil be mentioned ag ee base metal. They are: 
i = eeuels of the “he tH of course, supports the combustion . : 
in the nozzle of the Buns The tip of the fuel ee Oxygen. ins: wellcas 1. Groove and rotary roughing. 
of the inner cone of the oxy-gas Ge PAG) BAS! AIRY Ben, isi wellas ge 

‘ es the fuel gas, may be obtained from 2. Rough threading. flame is actually beyond the tip of Bas, nay, is Tapes - 
the nozzle. The melting takes place any welding supply house. op Elec i. bonsling. : 
at this point . Compressed air, however, must 4. Metallic spray bonding. 
‘ 5 poms. . be provided by means of an air 5. Grit blasting, 

Most of the commercial gases ap- compressor. Compressed air serves 
plicable to welding may be used mee aRIOE sit nae oes Groove and Rotary Roughing. 
for metal spraying. A variety of 7: TNBJOR PULPOSess The groove and rotary roughing 
fuel gases—natural gas, propane, 1. It drives the feed mechanism. method is used primarily on cylin- 
hydrogen, acetylene, and manufac- 2. It atomizes the melted metal. — drical surfaces. The part to be re- 
tured gas—is available for melting. 3. It provides the force necessary surfaced is placed in a lathe. Using 
However, hydrogen is usually too to blow the atomized metal to a slow lathe speed in conjunction 
expensive for ordinary use. And the part being surfaced. (Continued on next page) 
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: readily adaptable to flat surfaces against each other or against the Metal Sprayin as a ; ag 
. “ Sp ying more than to cylindrical surfaces. base metal. Some properties of the 

(Continued from last page) metal sprayed are modified, espe- 

with a rapid lathe feed, the part is Process of Spraying Metal cially tensile strength. 

turned against a roughing tool. The actual procedure of apply- METALLIZED SURFACE 
This tool is similar to a knurling ct x stal spri a. base: metal ing a metal spray to a base meta 
tool : . . 4 . APPLICATIONS 

. is quite simple. And the operation 

Rough Threading. The rough may be likened to paint spraying Mechanical Applications 
threading procedure for roughing in the skill required. It is recom- Porositv. once considered a ma- 
a surface is similar to the groove mended that successive thin coats ‘or du: 7 Je of ma . ails ‘ 
a : : ai be applied rather than a single 10" Grawback of many metals, is 

and rotary roughing method. It also oe applied rather than a_ single . : 
: : : i ; a recognized as the best single ad- 

produces a ragged, torn surface for heavy coat. This helps to eliminate : 
ee ae ; a ee : i vantage of sprayed metal. The mi- 

cylindrical parts. The major differ- irregular stratified build-ups, . “ohigh swrayi 

ence between rough threading and Many cylindrical surfaces are nute openings whlch spraying 

rotary grooving is the type tool sprayed while mounted in an en- produces are Pockets for retains 
Sa ‘ . oe ; spra) : ~ “ ‘ oil-the friction reducer. This 

used for the operation, The tool gine lathe. A very uniform coat of makes sprayed metal ideal for 
used here is a single cutting tool sprayed metal is obtained by bearing surfaces 

: . ; : z surfaces. 
with special ground cutting edges. mounting the spray gun on the tool Of . . 

Electric Bonding. Electric bond- post and feeding it along the rotat- ae coiganal shafts, anid Bears 
ing is used to produce irregular ing work surface with the lathe or sur ae are left undersize 

surfaces on metals too hard to be feed mechanism. when wrought and brought up to 
: : js 3 . correct size with sprayed metal. If 
machined or effectively grit blasted. After spraying has been acom- a bearing Sarbioe was +6 be made 

In the electric bonding process, plished, machining may take place of : vatitioal metal (a netal that is 

electrical resistance heating of an immediately. extremely wx ensive on differ it is 

electrode metal as it is applied to Some metals give off toxic fumes “xtremety €Xpensi ue fc 
odd fe aS BING OF TOXIG SUES obtain), the bearing could be cast 

the base causes the electrode metal when they are melted. Though undersize of a cheaper metal 
to explode. This exploded electrode they cause no lasting harm to spray Then. critical metal would be 
metal fuses to the base metal, The sun operators, the fumes are ¢ 2 . os se 

Tosion “f ” the fused metal gun operators, the fumes are a sprayed on the bearing surface 
explosion “foams” the fused metal, isance r exe e. sathi a be : : 

‘| nein eich: lee that’ ot nuisance, For ex umple, breathing making it slightly oversize. Finally, 
Producing at. StEUCKURE Dee Chat & zinc fumes often gives operators the bearing would be machined to 
soap foam. Over-all surface con- the “zinc shakes’—a weak, dizzy, correct size, The saving in time 
tour is irregular due to the method shaky feeling. Proper ventilation of indi aide: is obvious in this case 

of deposition of electrode mate- the spraying area eliminates this Expensi | ls Fvasmasufiin seer’ 
rial. The height of these irregular- problem. xpensive Yous, journals, and 

ities can be controlled—ranging shafts may be rebuilt when they 

from 0.004 to 0.030 inches. Sweep- SURFACE BONDING PROPERTIES become worn. This use alone has 

ing strokes of the electrode across probably saved more money and 
the base metal produce the de- Base Metal time than all other uses of metal- 

sired effect. Though many studies of the ae Com BIE, Paper mills .and 

Metallic Spray Bonding. Metallic bond between sprayed metal and Cs ba onc vetek poe aloe 
spray bonding makes use of the base metal have been made, the ae ee s shomeand ar tons 

fact that molybdenum fuses di- bonding method still cannot be These atk” adnate . hr a 
rectly to steel. Since steel ig the fully explained, The atomized par- eth ons ra sdloae t at a fraction 

chief material of many parts which ticles are in a molten state at the ° me cost oF rep acement, ; 
are resurfaced, spray metals con- instant they leave the gun; how- Sometimes, expensive misma- 

taining high percentages of molyb- — ©V¢T; the particles arrive at the chined parts may be salvaged by 
denum are important in metalliz- base metal in a plastic state. Since metal spraying. The part is again 
ing. These alloys are sprayed di- the sprayed metal is in a plastic built up oversize and machined to 
rectly on stecl parts and take the state when it strikes the base metal, the correct dimensions. However, 

aeeot tie ws alalboiaiteceitace: fusion does not take place. The such an application should be a place of the more elaborate surface i P : 
preparations such as the groove bond is purely a mechanical one. salvage operation and not a 

and rotary roughening method or Examination of sprayed metals crutch” for poor workmanship. 
aa reading method. shows that the metal is made f 5 “ the rough threading method that the metal ism ide up of Corrosion Resistance 

Grit Blasting, Grit blasting is a large number of particles that are : 

one of the quickest GHG iTUEE BGO flattened and mechanically keyed Metal Spraying, using such met- 

nomical methods of preparing a to each other and to the base metal. als as zine, copper, and stainless 

base metal for spraving, provided In order to provide a good bond, steel alloys, is often used to protect 
aus j spraying, nea mata] dea en os surfaces fr eae 

grit blasting equipment is avail- the base metal is roughened, using surfaces from corrosion. 

able. A medium grade, clean, sharp one of the methods cited  previ- Barges operating in New York 
sand is used which provides. shal- ously. Harbor were required to be hauled 

low irregularities. Thus, thin coats Sprayed Metal out of the water twice a year to 

of spray metal up to about 0.010 All sprayed metal has a high de- check for and replace corroded 
inches thick can be applied on grit gree of porosity which it obtains hull plates. However, since the 
blasted surfaces. This procedure is when plastic particles are forced (Continued on page 21) 
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©, aunch their engineering career 

CONVAIR-POMONA...in Southern California 
offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today for Engineers. e 

Convair-Pomona, created the Army’s newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired LA 

MISSILE and developed the Navy’s ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES a 

and many other, still highly classified programs. @ o 

Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced Bachelors, Masters and 
Doctorates in the fields of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. a 

ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer as fapidly “ <3 

as his capabilities will permit in currently expanding programs. 

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT — CONVAIR-POMONA’S facility is of modern de- 

sign and completely air-conditioned. You will work with men who have pioneered eae 

the missile industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced programs <i 

in existence. @ 

ADVANCED EDUCATION—Tuition refund is provided for graduate work in the field 

of your specialty. Company sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer WO — 

the finest of educational opportunities. 

CALIFORNIA LIVING— Suburban Pomona offers lower living costs and moderate co 
priced property, unexcelled recreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic 

and the ultimate in comfort and gracious living. @ 

Contact your placement office immediately Cc oO Ni VAI t/ E : 
to assure yourself of a campus interview Convair Division of 
with Convair-Pomona. 

If personal interview is not possible send G EN ERAL DYNAM i cs 

resume and grade transcript to B. L. Dixon, 
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. Cc Oo F PO RATI Oo RY 

CM-500, Pomona, California. . . 

Pomona, California 
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eir applications and performance 

by Ronald J. Lepak me’61 

ODAY, the problems of mate- freight, packages, boxes, parts, and The curve radius is determined 
rials handling are of primary large units mounted on stands are by the unit length, and the drive 
interest in industry. Convey- handled. The types of materials depends upon the size of the sys- 

ors are being used more and more adaptable to this system are re- tem itself; that is, the drive need 
frequently to supply machines and _ stricted by the capacity of the cart. be only large enough to handle the 
workers, to cut transport cost, and Size is governed by the size of the loads applied and therefore varies 
to speed production. The chain tow truck. with the load size. Speeds of up to 
conveyor family is of particular in- Variat Possibl 300 feet per minute are not uncom- 
terest because of the ease of in- SELATIONS (eOsstore mon, but as a general rule they are 
stallation, maintenance, and use. The drag chain can be mounted held to about 100 feet per minute. 

either from above, in the floor, or Frequency of moves depends upon 
DRAG CHAIN CONVEYOR flush with the floor, With each of load size and other factors such as 

. these mountings the drive unit can loading and unloading times. 
Basic Components be either a multiple or single speed Thi . : : nis type of conveyor system has A drag or tow conveyor consists unit, depending upon how much oe a 4 : . ’ : 4 . certain advantages. It has high of an endless chain supported by power is needed. The power re- te : Saad : . : s load capacities which make it ideal trolleys from an overhead track; or quirement is governed by the size os 5 ‘ : ; : : i for applications in a place like an it may run in a track above, flush and weight of the load handled. : ; aa ee . automobile assembly line. It has with or under the floor, To this soa ‘ es : ‘ , ; Performance Characteristics disadvantages too. The fact that it moving chain are attached hooks dan bé wsed only on the hoxizontal 

or other devices which provide The drag chain conveyor has a or with ‘only a alt che es eeade 
means of connecting and thereby practical slope limit of 15 percent. sreutly' Unites ce 8 a ati pgre 

moving trucks, dollies, or cars. This means that installations of this greatly’ mits its application, 
. oo type of conveyor are primarily run Whenever the drag chain con- 

Practical Applications in a horizontal position, but that veyor is used, the following points 
The use of this type of conveyor slight upgrades are possible. It is must be kept in mind: 

has changed warchousing methods not practical for downgrades to be 1. It is limited to a fixed path of 
within recent years. The overhead used because of the tendency of travel, 
type is employed where an exist- the dollie or truck to swing about. eye z a . : . 2. It is limited to horizontal ing structure or floor space must Distances of travel range any- femrent or :a. sligh& up 
be used. The in-floor type, devel- where from 100 to 4000 ft. The evade en asus E 
oped later, climinated overhead load could theoretically run up to / BIACE. . oo, 
equipment, but because it is part the ultimate strength of the chain, 3. The loads are limited in size 
of the basic structure its use usu- but for reasons of safety and wear and weight by the tow truck 
ally is limited to newly constructed it is generally held to one-sixth the and floor capacities. 
buildings. ultimate strength of the chain. The 4, Aisle space as well as space 

Besides in warehouses, this con- unit load dimensions are deter- for other trucking must be 
veving system is found in freight — mined as follows: provided. 
terminals, transfer stations, parts Height—by the ceiling clearance. 5. The slope limit is 15 percent 
depots, car washes, and production Width—by the aisle width. upgrade because of the dan- 
lines and other places where Length—by the unit load length. ger of load slippage. 
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TROLLEY CHAIN CONVEYOR foot trolley conveyor which serves gives best service is summarized in 

‘ as a moving and storage system for the following table. 
Basic Components the plant. This type of conveyor can be 

A trolley chain conveyor is com- Probably one of the most impor- used both for horizontal and in- 

posed of a continuous chain which tant features of this conveyor clined and declined movement. 

is attached to a tramrail by means system is that it, like all chain con- This is one of the principle advan- 

of rollers. The chain is driven by veyors, can go into places where tages of this conveyor system. 

a motor mounted on the trolley workers are not allowed, This cou- There is no limit on the effective 

and through this motor is made to pled with the great control of the distances of travel of this conveyor. 

run forward or reversed, automati- system makes it excellent for use at There are records of installations 

cally or semi-automatically, con- dipping points such as those found several thousand feet long. 

tinuously or sporadically. When when bonderizing, degreasing, The trolley chain conveyor is one 
attachment devices such as hooks, plating, or dip painting. The same — of the most flexible types in use 

which are used for individual parts, items can then be carried through today. It is adaptable to a wide 

or baskets, which are used for drying ovens or to other operations variety of items and extreme con- 

small parts, are attached to the without any additional handling. ditions of temperature and atmos- 
chain. The chain becomes the me- Spesific Varlations phere. At the present time new 

dium for conveying the material to . . . . applications such as “live” storage 

any place along the path of travel. This particular chain conveyor is 46 being investigated. 
It can then be unloaded either by used primarily for the transport of Common to all installations of 

hand or by automobile unloading package OF part goods. Parts can be the trolley chain conveyor are the 
devices, attached either individually or in following problems: ° 

Another component which is anit leeds. te size ot = is Bov- 1. The chain and drive must be 
sometimes, but not always, added ermed by ithe total weight aos , ke ‘ slean to st wear ¢ 1 
: 2 mie died parts making up the unit load. eDE Clean. 0 Stn! Wear “ane 
is a cleaning device. Through the : abrasion. 
means of brushes, the chain and _ As a general rule the upper load 2. The danger of shear of the 

rollers are kept free from dirt and limit is taken to ibe 100 Ibs. Have ~ ying in the che in is alwa 5 
sit which if not removed, would ever, if a special installation is teases een Q a eae 

ial to serious wear damage to the made, ths 1s could be higher, be aie to Peevant Slur 

chain connections and the roller ike overall Ge permanente of the load throweh the use of only safe bearines. depend upon the size of the mate- loads . 7 
enn rial being handled. Generally they ORES: 

Practical Applications are limited to zero to six feet high, SLAT CHAIN CONVEYOR 

Because of the great flexibility one-half to ten feet long, and one- Basic Componenis 

f this type of chain conveyor, it half to six feet wide. The mini- ae . P 
o yP net curve radius is accepted by The slat chain conveyor may be 
has been adapted to many varied = MUM Curve Tacius Is accept: BY Jasshed a@a.. Conti ial fe 
applications, materials handling engineers to be assl fC asa Shae ke ie feat 

It can be used in shipping and four feet, and speeds are held be- conve vor ia which the lin s ora 

oe : om low 300 feet per minute. The drive chain act as the conveying medium. 
receiving. In this application the . per - 5 wee tae Aa a . 

= nin ewe : of any installation is a variable The chain is driven by a motor lo- trolley-chain system is extended to ick’ dé ‘ ka, sive of fated anvwhere along the path of 
the docks of a plant, and by attach. WN depends on the size of the = 8 vel anywhere along pe 
ing the material directly to this installation and the size of the ma- _ travel. 

system, a number of transfer op- terial handled. Practical Applications 

erations can be eliminated. Performance Characteristics This particular chain conveyor 
Another fairly new application is The frequency of moves depends lends itself particularly well to ap- 

the “live” storage of material. Ata upon the size and dimensions of plications in which the flow of ma- 
large Mengel Company plant in the load. terials is more or less continuous, 

Louisville, Kentucky, large stocks The slope limit which is the and is composed of a number of 

of furniture are kept on an 8000 slope through which the conveyor (Continued on page 39) 

Me 

— Ronald J. Lepak, a senior from Milwaukee, attended (W-M 

4 = i 38 for three semesters before transferring here. Mr. Lepak chose 

: yy -— * | 1 3 this topic because of interest developed in ME 120, a materials 

oe § «| handling course. His present vocational interest tends toward 

ee some phase of industrial engineering. During the summer vaca- 
i a 

ae | og tions he has worked for the Wisconsin Electric Power Company 

a ve — and the Allen-Bradley Company. He is a member of ASME and 

a a a lives in Jones House in the university dorms. 

sf | 
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) x 

Gen HIGHLIGHTS \ i 

7 
be 
Pek is YL td by Richard Czaplinski ee’63 
ne Bs PA 

HIS month's Science High- anvils, with wedge reaction forces equal motion of each anvil toward 
"Tete column features one acting on the remaining 3 anvils. the center of the tetrahedron, 

article. A compact high pres- Because only one external force is The retaining ring and the anvils 
sure apparatus has been designed needed to operate it, the apparatus (excluding the tips) are made of 
and its applications and perform- can be used in a conventional hy- SAE 4340 steel heat-treated to 
ance are discussed, draulic press. The apparatus has a Rockwell 40/41C, Repeated appli- 

diameter of only 8 in. at its lower cations of 100-ton loads have re- 

conmpacr armaraws for ihr eth overeat cae GENERATING HIGH While a specimen is under high ring . : ~ 6 
PRESSURES pressure, 4 electrical connections The inner surface of the retain- 

An extremely compact apparatus through the anvils permit resist’ ing ring makes an angle with the 
for gencrating high pressures has 22° heating oF ene Specimen and horizontal that is nearly the same 
been designed by E. C. Lloyd, enna) van ° ats ne as the angle between the faces of 
U. O, Hutton, and D, P. Johnson Sree, Clas cates f the an the tetrahedron (70.528 degrees). 
of the National Bureau of Stand- aratue + . ve a ges ‘4 ow al This surface is inclined approxi- pao : . paratus are easy manipulation and mately one deeree more. however. 
ards. The apparatus produces pres- alignment of the anvils, and rapid , 8 oe > 
sures of 100,000 atm. and above ignment of the anvils, Dic to compensate for the friction (co- 
eu On ane anc’ a ove assembly and disassembly. efficient of friction approximately ov the application of force against 3 : . : : 5 The instrument consists essen- 0.01 with Teflon lubricant) between each face of a Y-in. regular tetra- 65 ‘en aga a he butt ands of the anvils avd thé 
hedron of pyrophyllite. (hydrous tially of 4 anvils having tungsten the | ut en s of the anvils and the 

: ae a oe carbide tips that bear on the faces conical surface. This friction is held 
aluminum silicate), The device of a tetrahedron of pressure-trans- to a minimum for satisfactory 
was made to enable Bureau scien- mitting material (pyrophyllite), in operation. 
tists to study the properties of ma- which a specimen is embedded. Several materials have a low co- 
terials at high pressure so that — The tip of each anvil is ground to efficient of friction under heavy 
“fixed points” can be established ong flat triangular face and transmits loading and appear suitable for use 
the pressure scale, and so that im- pressure to one of the faces of the as lubricants between these sur- 
proved pressure measurement tech- tetrahedron. The vertical anvil is faces. Sheet Teflon, 0.003-in. thick, 
niques can be devised. forced downward by the press, and was found to be satisfactory. It 

Other devices for a similar pur- the remaining anvils transmit reac- also provides the electrical insula- 
pose have been made with 4 inde- tion forces from a conical retaining tion that is needed between the 
pendent hydraulic rams to apply ring on which the 3 lower anvils anvils and the ring when studies 
forces to the faces of a tetrahedron. are seated. Thus, forces are applied are made of changes in electrical 
The Bureau design, however, con- to the tetrahedron from 4 direc- resistance with pressure. 
sists of an assembly in which exter- tions. These forces are very nearly When the apparatus is used to 
nal force is applied to only 1 of 4 equal, and there is substantially study resistance changes with pres- 
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sure, a specimen is first inserted in pressure cells, Also, certain combi- pressure calibrations, in much the 
a hole (up to \%-in. diameter) nations of tetrahedron material and same way that freezing points of 
drilled from edge to edge of the specimen sheath material may have certain materials are used to de- 
tetrahedron. Pieces of silver foil are more nearly optimum properties fine the International Temperature 
placed in contact with each end of | and may improve the uniformity — Scale. THE END 
the specimen, and bent to give an of pressure applied to a specimen. 
exposed surface to each of the an- If a larger tetrahedron were used 
vil faces. Thus, one end of each for a given specimen size, more Metal Spraying 
foil is in position to make electrical uniform pressure would result, and — ‘ 

. . i . rf (Continued from page 16) 
contact with one anvil. The re- the proportion of force taken by 
maining notches in the edges of — the gasket should be reduced. Re- barges were sprayed with zinc, the 
the tetrahedron are then filled with cently, a larger apparatus of the | New York Port Authorities require 
prisms of pyrophyllite, and the same general design has been built a check only once every two years. 
tetrahedral assembly is ready for so that the advantages of larger Relatively cheap protection may 
an experiment. This arrangement size may be investigated. The new __ be afforded storage tanks used for 
makes available an electrical lead apparatus is designed to apply mild alkalis or mild acids by spray- 
via each of the 4 anvils. Thus, a forces up to 600 tons to tetrahe- ing with a resistant metal. There 
4-lead circuit can be used for re- — drons of about 1-in. edge length. is, however, one limitation of 
sistance measurements during Success in operating the larger ap- sprayed metals in tanks. Due to the 
studies of changes in electrical re- paratus would indicate the feasi- high porosity of sprayed metal, 
sistance with increasing pressure. bility of a 2-stage device, in which liquids under extreme pressures 

Measurements of relative resist- a small tetrahedron would be em- will “leak” through the sprayed 
ance with pressure have been made bedded in a tetrahedron of, say, surface. Corrosion may take place 
with specimens of antimony, bar- 3 in. on a side. The forces needed and not be observed until serious 
ium and bismuth. The results have to support the second-stage anvil | damage to tanks has been done. 
shown good agreement with the — would be supplied by the pressure an 
work of other investigators. Values in the large tetrahedron. Foundry Applications 
of ram forces required to reach the It is hoped that further work will Many castings having minor 
first resistance transitions of bar- enable the National Bureau of shrinkage cavities, blow holes, and 
ium and bismuth have indicated Standards to determine more accu- similar defects used to be scrapped. 
that approximately 10 percent of rately the pressures at which there | Now they are made usable by a 
the total applied force is lost to are changes in electrical resistance, metal spraying application. For ex- 
gasket forces and to the internal changes of state, and polymorphic — ample, much material and many 
friction of pyrophyllite. crystalline transitions in certain hours of labor are required to make 

It appears desirable to investi- materials. The properties of these one large turbine rotor, Scrapping 
gate other pressure-transmitting materials could then be used to de- of one such casting due to minor 
materials for use as tetrahedral fine fixed pressure points useful in defects can be extremely costly. 

Companies save these castings by 
use of metal spraying. 

: : Expensive metal patterns in 
a2 foundries have long been a prob- 

: oe lem of maintenance. In plants 
| :  -. where sand slingers are used the 

: : : _ i metal patterns become eroded. The 
: a : sand slinger acts on the metal pat- 

; ; aoe tern in the same way that grit 
ae blasting does. Savings, here too, are 

: SS realized by rebuilding and rema- 
ese chining again at a fraction of the 

; es, cost of replacement. 

/ oo: Electrical Applications 

é eee When motors and generator 

a shafts become worn and need re- 
: [ building to restore them to proper 

: - working order, metal spraying is 

i x : EG : the answer. Since the sprayed 
' ‘ a : FF metal particles are in a plastic state 

_— when they strike the base metal, 
} ‘ . é | oF the temperature of this surface re- 

a : / oo oo mains low. Thus, motor and gener- 
ee : : FD _ ator windings are not shorted by 

‘ 205 oe heat. Then, too, heat distortion may 
—Courtesy of National Bureau of Standards be completely disregarded. 

Assembly of the Tetrahedron used in the new highpressure apparatus. (Continued on page 27) 
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- by Larry Hyde ce’62 
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FLYING CLUB The Wisconsin pilots will be few. Shell Oil Company donated 
competing against flying clubs 500 gallons of aviation gas for the 

Bucky Badger may have some a cue Heh als as Bumine Min- “ ;’ airplanes ° 
sw trophies to add to his collec- " a B contestants” airplanes. new trophies . — : nesota, Iowa State, Texas A & M, Thile «a of ile Tilhels & 

tion, won in the latest intercollegi- and Ollahons State some of the While guests of the Inois Hy- 

ate sport, flying. The University of 19 schools which attended. last ing club members had a chance to 

Wisconsin Flying Club is making wens. ase At Champaign and see the facilities of the University 
plans for the 1960 National Inter- brought over 200 students and 42 of Illinois Institute of Aviation, 

collegiate Flying a Shtaonn aircraft. which includes a complete airport 
spring flving meet at Ohio State on ; . soe hy <ate yin. ve ee cmwthews wea Last year’s meet was sponsored with three 5000 ft. concrete run 

1 4 shi “ ) " their spot-landing by 49 aviation-minded individuals ways, large shops, hangers, and 
rushing up on t spot-k 8 and organizations such as Bendix classroom and administration space. 
and bomb-dropping technique (2 oe . oark Aivlimac hac 12 dai : 

_ Aviation Corp., Cessna Aircraft Ozark Airlines has 12 daily flights 
Ib flour bag bombs), plus their a . _ : . 

pears atin - Corp., and Capital, TWA, and to the airport, which serves the navigation proficiency, hoping to Unitel air lines fact to Heme j ey Oe Chanieaivn: “Lhe University 
win some of the individual and DUCG, BIE ANOS, JUS? LO REme B Ciky Qi ampalgn: {Ne sit) 

team contests at the meet. : : a 
At the 1959 meet held at the iia " Se ss — 

University of Illinois, the first such ke ‘ ok aes =e : 

meet attended by U. W. Flying et Ne Se 4 2 fos _— _- fF ) OS 4 

Club) members, Wisconsin’s best j ‘ oe ~~ os : 

effort was a fourth in the naviga- _ a qd 7 4 A i 
tion event by Stan Schwantes. ; eee \ at: Po 3 Se 

Since the 1959 meet, the club has é gz a = are - 
grown to a two plane “air force” oe  } : 

3 : : . rag. : 
and active membership has in- ae en oo 5a ‘i 

creased to 38. With the experience —S Jf vs < PO te Bs ge 
gained in last) year’s meet and cal se qi 4 e a ae a 
more members and planes attend- J a ff oe o a fe =i cea 

ing this year, the Badger team 1 val Pe ny ai cae eee eee 
; : < S|. sae bans Pas cen oe ee are emu RAT 

should make a strong bid at Colum- i / Se Seu oe wicahigh otal as 

bus this May. Since mechanical oa ; i ia 
bombsights are not allowed, the , : : as ‘ Q S18 s are J : ed, e ve ee | \ eae 

Wisconsin bomb-drop team — of ae pe: ee ot ll ee eee oe 
Dave Hotchkiss and_ Stan ii at a qj Sonate rca ee “> ook Sah a 
Schwantes is rumored to have per- ae ee a Be SCE ee oo se 

fected a new “eyeball” technique Coe. Ve : : pee eS 
after their fruitless attempt last eI ep ve me Per ae il b . . 
year to hit the target (a barrel GE eM Ng IE Tn eee Ss Pus 

from an altitude of 200 feet. Eugene Hinte inspecting the Flying Club’s “Aerona Champ.” 
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2 a Se 

/ lll CGS ee See ‘ Se 

ee Se Fay ee are aC ee 

2 ee ee 4 

—Aerial Photo 
Stan Schwantes, Secretary of the Flying Club, in their “Cessna 120.” 

owns over 40 aircraft and has com- KHK NEWS Intramural sports are upon us 
ie ST angie machimic The house at 204 North Murray — : - ae yer 

TAUMNE, tHCLIUES, mCudIne Jet is vibrating with the usual high tie CHCERID: OF MOaGh eae engine test cell. Illinois also offers spirits of Kappa Eta Kappa’s busy Bailey, in softball, golf and tennis. 
a degree in aeronautical engineer- ee . Se cae This is in: addition to our own ing spring social schedule. Spring ac- 1 . : . sruelling 5 5 mame Illinois students in Letters and tivities commenced on March 12 eh feos ae ee aa -- wEREETS & : which Nootan Parekh leads the Science are allowed several cred- with a banquet at Thallers Steak pavk 
its for pilot training courses, which House preceding the St. Pat's a 
include basic flight training, acro- — Dance. Although the weather bore Since this is the last issue of the 
batics, and instrument flight  in- no resemblance to spring, the school year, we wish to congratu- 
struction. University and state offi- spirits of the participants were not late in advance Ralph Hintze, Don 
cials may use the University air- dampened. On March 26th, the Laughlin, and Jim Ably who in- ee Pp : eraft, which include a DC-3, for Chapter House was converted into tend to take brides this summer. 

ei wa Students one rent a casino for a gambling party. All Kappa Eta Kappas are invited 

tes. lee itm alent i: o Fifty and one hundred dollar bills to the weddings. 
mercial airport operators 2 flowed as freely as the refresh- 

a a3 ments. Lucky couple of the eve- Of course, U, W. Flying Club cy aga Tal 7 Jene Sued ALPHA CHI SIGMA 
members would like Wisconsin to DING "WAS Jim and } arlene smed- ; . 
start such an aviation program but ema while booby prize winners, Alpha of Alpha Chi Sigma has 
this may not be possible for quite Lee and Joyce Eichenseer, went taken part in a variety of activities 
some time. In the meantime, the home in a_ barrel. Running the this year. During the first semester 
U. W. Flying Club, Inc., which is gaming tables were Dick Cary at five professional meetings were 
a chartered non-profit corporation the Roulette Wheel and Howie held. At each one a guest ad- 

for University students, faculty, Abraham dealing Black Jack. The dressed the membership. Speakers 
and employees, is the only campus dice game, alhough open to all, and topics were: Dr. E, Cameron, 
eit ag for pe es ve was dominated by John (Shaky “Role of Geochemistry 5 “ 7: 
wants to y or learn to y. For Jake) Kruse. After an enjoyable Conway, Some Aspects 2 the 
information about the flying club, evening the mone sie ret cd Law”; Dr, D. G. Byrd, “Contem- 
attend one of the meetings, usually t} iB Eae Money was retume porary Art”; Mr. T. Wisniewski, 
the second Tuesday of each month to the monopoly set. “Water Pollution Problems”; Mr. 
in the Union, or call Dave Hotch- Also on the spring docket are the R. Rosen, “TV Production and 
kiss, Al 5-6438 or Stan Schwantes, pledge party, a fraternity spring Direction.” 
Al 6-0786. formal and a fraternity picnic. (Continued on next page) 
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Engine Ears A.S.C.E. ae the year and_undoubeedly will 

(Continued from: last. page) The highlight of the March 8 ‘an annual .@ ar. 

meeting of the A.S.C.E, was a talk Don Sanford, Mike Noth, Duane 
/ / ; given by Mr. F. W. Schooley of Ritche, and Bob Daugherty as our 

1 Undes ‘ hve chairmanship oF Chicago Bridge and Tron Co. He polygon boutd representatives did 
Thomas Grace, the safety commit- sak | level and a bang-up job on the St. Pat's Day 

tee of the chapter has also con- SPOKE On he Gevelopment an festivities. Along with Bob Moe, 

tinued its program of supplying — sting of T-I steel and supple- buttons and tickets chairman, and 

safety pamphlets for the freshman mented his speech by showing an his workers, these men should be 

chemistry laboratories. interesting film called “Tanks recognized as having done a com- 

On May I4 the chapter held the Tested to Destruction”. The group mendable bit of work. 
annual picnic at Devils Lake. The also discussed plans for the annual 
feature attraction of the outing — picnic to be held in May, all mem- S.A.E. 

“is the traditional chernistry vs. bers of A.S.C.E. were encouraged On March 30, Mr. Bob Ben- 
chemical engineering baseball to attend. Beer and chips were a 
game. This year was no different— served after the meeting ZIDBED BANE & talle‘on the Chewolet 
the engincers. won, : . 8. Corvair. Primary emphasis was 

Another of the chief social func- The A.S.C.E. invited Mr. Karl placed the radically new engine 

ti not . ‘te he ae the: 2 nual Roesser, a structural engineer from with its many aluminum parts and 

TONS OF He enapreny Tae annua the Portland Cement Co., to speak tear position in the Corvair. Slides 
formal, vas held April 30. The at their March 30th meetin . He were presented to supplement the 
theme for this years dance was : : 8 lecture and a movie highlighted 
“Southern Belle”. The dance was gave an interesting talk entitled the Cea ' a ae s el . Vbave Neus i . » he meeting. Mr. Benzinger con- 
held at the Holiday Inn and a What's New in Concrete Cement”, ducted : sstion and : : pe 
wood time was had bv all. A short business meeting followed Cred, UesBON, Bac Answer Pe: 
© ? riod which gave the members a 

In addition to participating in a and refreshments were served. chance to learn further of specific 
varied social and professional pro- items. Beer and cheese were 
gram, the members of Alpha Chi served as usual. 
Sigma have financially “adopted” AIEE-IRE The May meeting of SAE will 

Kostantinos Kalotihos, ald year old A non-technical talk by Mr. Rob- aonsist a iene ae Olbrich Park. 
Creek pow. a program is car- ert E. Barnhart started and high- The date is tentatively set for May 

Plan, tne, Now Yak City, The bats at the March meeting, The ad very litle chango can be Foster Pa sits have wl ned ne ers ee 1 ald . he Wika < made or is expected to be made. 
ster + atents ny promised to meeting was held in the Wiscon This will be a joint picnic with 

ona $15.00 a month toward sin Center with | Dan Donohoo ASME. Beer will be served and a 
the childs support for at least a vice-president taking over for Bill drunken baseball game will be 
year. To encourage a warm per- Dachelet who, because of an im- played most of the afternoon. Boat 

Foater Parente tool “bs aha” the But Bill cae’in time to enjoy the i228 will be provided with Prof poster Ps Te cratic tae ne tates a a te seen fiom Eastons boat, and a demonstrator 

the child and yl aoe 5} y a (pe tomed seat = he Corvair will be available for the 
. and a photograph, and an_unaccustomed seat with the — articipants to take demonstration 

aerate? through the Plan crowd, and also to partake of the rides. Wives and girl friends of 
f LOE 38) translated both ways. The coffee and donuts, served thru the the members of SAE and ASME 

ctters received are posted for the services of the Center's catering are cordially Gnvited to attend, 
benefit cf all members. service. Incidentally, we would ° 

like to give due credit to the 
MINING AND METALLURGY CLUB people who have arranged and AES 

run this service in the past. We Mr. Donald Spence of Pelton 
The last meeting of Mining and have always received excellent Steel Castings Company gave a 

Metallurgy Club was called to or- response. very interesting talk at the last 

ley Protdow Hull Nc Riche] Jim Vandshagen gave a roport_ meeting he American Fundy 
gave a talk on “Modern Trends in oe ie veiy saneessial memberstip feedin x and. " ldicnton af steel 
Steelmaking” . ‘ drive and later presented the cee 8 7 track Heanon oF 8 sd 

“eo chapter with a thorough break- castings. Retreshments were serve 
James Knabe, our representative down of the PHT (Putting Hubby after the meeting. . 

on Polygon, asked the members of Thru) Dance and Dinner (instead The next meeting will feature 
the club if they were interested in of Banquet as in the past) for Mr, Robert Eck of Eck Foundries, 

buying books at cost through the May 18. This year the Al Mack Manitowoc. 
Polygon board. Nearly all mem- Band will perform at the Chanti- 
bers present were in favor of the cleer in Middleton for the stu- A.1.Ch.E. 

proposal. dents and Madison section mem- During this school year, A.I 

pr ee clietan tia eid tetaccmrtie OE Dex Bal inarmeit apa Progress ee Gn eee. IL als ul be pee a S ne door or ne ers representing the various phases 
* 88, give a tailk on women. This entire event has the — of Chemical Engineering Men 
Powder Metallurgy. indications of being the big event (Continued on page 31) 
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I found I could be an engineer 

{ | 
1 = ' ” \ 

—and a businessman, too 
1 
: William M. Stiffler majored in mechanical aspects,” he says. “The greatest challenge lies \ 

! engineering at Penn State University—but he _ in finding the best solution to each problem in i 

1 also liked economics. “I wanted to apply en- _ terms of costs, present and future needs, and i 

! gineering and economics in business,” he says, new technological developments. i 
& a . swt os . aoe . 

\ and have administrative responsibility. “Another thing I like is that I get full job- ! 

: Bill got his B.S. degree in June, 1956, and _ responsibility. For example, I recently com- | 

! went to work with the Bell Telephone Com- pleted plans for carrier systems between ! 

! pany of Pennsylvania at Harrisburg. During Scranton and four other communities which | 

his first two years, he gained on-the-job ex- will bring Direct Distance Dialing to cus- ' 

\ perience in all departments of the company. _ tomers there. The transmission phase of the ! 

' Since June, 1958, he’s been working on trans- project cost almost a half-million dollars and ! 

mission engineering projects. was ‘my baby’ from terminal to terminal. ! 

! : Today, Bill is getting the blend of engineer- “Telephone engineering has everything you 4 

! ing and practical business-engineering he could ask for—training, interesting and varied : 

' wanted. “The economic aspects of each proj- work, responsibility, and real management i 

I ect are just as important as the technical opportunities.” ! 
I sa | 

t ‘ ‘ , ‘ . (( AGA} ! 
{ Bill Stiffler and many college men like him have found inter- \ 2) 

\ esting careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. There ee I 

! may be a real opportunity for you, too. Be sure to talk with BELL | 

\ the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and read TELEPHONE | 

' the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office. COMPANIES { 

: 1 
i i 
Leer pe ee pee epee a erp tame mmm el 
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by Dick Hussa me’62 

7 stances, the author has given al- differential equations, and the nu- 
ternative terms or symbols to aid merical solution of integral 
the student in his work outside this equations. 

text. The author believes a text of 
The appendix contains all the this sort should cover those topics 

tables needed to work any type of most directly needed for an under- 
C @ y calculus problem, making the use standing of the methods used in 

— of an additional book of tables un- the numerical solution of differen- 
CALCULUS FOR ELECTRONICS necessary, Short tables of the most tial equations—both ordinary and 

, frequently used derivatives and in- partial, and in the solution of in- 
Ue segs FE OE tegrals have been printed inside the _ tegral equations. Consequently, 

: ‘ back cover where they can be considerable time is devoted to fi- 
Here is a complete text for those . ; ° : : : 

: : : : found quickly. nite difference tables and notation, 
in the field of electronics who re- 7 . . : cae os 

. ; . The book has over 450 problems and to numerical differentiation 
quire a knowledge of calculus mn 7 5 i a #5 * * elt a 
theie WORK. Tt prosOtits: siniuleiies relating directly to electronics. An- and integration. In preparation for 

= Se eer cy . swers for most of the odd-numbered the study of partial differential 
ously the processes of calculus and g : nan 

B oa i problems are included in the back — equations, the book treats rather 
their application to problems in _ . Pe 

: : es of the book. thoroughly the solution of simul- 
electrical and electronic. circuits. aL ‘ a : ; 
ap eich . This book was written to be used taneous linear equations and multi- 
Chis combination gives the reader é j ee ae f 

2 ; . ‘ ‘ as a mathematics text in engineer- variate interpolation. 
a firm grasp of the basic science : . rae! . 

: : : . ing colleges, technical institutes, 
of his applied field and motivates Rote caxae ; a sane : 

. training-in-industry programs and Highlights and Strong Points 
him to go on to more advanced . i . 

on a in courses conducted by the Armed It gives fied tr f 

. 3 vi ing with fundamental con Services: Practicing Enemeers | "fits “Ui rence rethods le d “ginn i d nite bY - > s . = 2 sarence e ~ aad- 
: ol if cael is. the book de should find this work of use in re- He Anite di pet an cad 

epty te ey - viewing calculus procedures. Ing up. to! @ study: of ordinary: par 
velops the basic operations of tial differential equations, and in- 
differential and integral calculus NUMERICAL ANALYSIS tegral equations. 
and advances to such special topics By Kolser §. Kuntz Special consideration is given to 
as the complex exponential repre- 381 pages. $8.00 the relationship between the vari- 

sentation of a physical sinusoid; Numerical Analysis is written by ous methods used in obtaining a 
Taylor's expansions of functions of Kaiser S. Kunz, Research Physicist, numerical solution. 
two independent variables; Four- Schlumberger Well Surveying Cor- Many methods heretofore found 
ier's series; and an introduction to poration, Ridgefield Research Lab- only in the literature are given; 
differential equations. oratory in Connecticut. e.g., the use of the lozenge diagram 

Application of calculus methods This book develops | a funda- for the numerical differentiation 
to television, radar, loran, and tran- mental understanding of the use of and integration, and the treatment 
sistors are also included in the text. finite difference methods in obtain- of multivariate interpolation, inte- 
This book can be used as an intro- ing numerical solutions to problems gral equations, and error analysis. 
ductory text in conjunction with in applied mathematics. Beginning The methods are directly appli- 
courses in circuit analyses. As each with a study of numerical solutions cable to either electronic calcula- 
topic is discussed, it is illustrated of algebraic equations, methods of tors or desk machines. 
by examples taken directly from interpolation, and numerical inte- A great many worked-out exam- 
electricity and electronics. All sym- gration, it proceeds to an ap- ples are given and exercises for the 
bols used were chosen with regard plication of the finite difference students are provided for each 
to published standards. In many in- techniques to ordinary and partial chapter. 
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HOW TO GET THAT PART TIME JOB i be:_ made intelligently without giv- cylindrical surfaces which are 
By Dr. Norman Feingold and Harold List ing due consideration to the intrin- — mounted in lathes. Several spray 

92 pages. $1.50 sic structures of the physical guns are mounted on multiple tool 
In their new book, “How To Get  *¥Sfems involved. posts, each spray overlapping the 

That Part Time Job,” two leading Features to Note previous one. Thus, several coats of 

vocational advisors, Dr. Norman _ spray are applied in one operation. 
Feingold and Harold List, have 1. Three broad classifications of A new innovation of “gang” 

compiled an invaluable store of in- problems are recognized: equilib- spraying is used in production ma- 
formation for students, for em- rlum, eigen-value, and propagation. chines. Several spray guns are 

ployed adults who need to add to Emphasizing this particular break- mounted in fixed positions and the 
thei income, for the unemployed down is original with the author. work moves past these guns, In 

and for retired people who wish to 2. Several physical examples are some production machines, par- 
continue to be useful. “How To given in each chapter to identify ticularly those which handle long be useft continue tc 3 y & 

Get That Part Time Job” is pub- clearly the class of problem being flat surfaces, a cleaning device 
lished in paper at $1.50 and cloth treated, These examples are drawn (such as a grit blast) is mounted 

at $2.50. Orders may be sent di- from the fields of elasticity, heat ahead of the spray mechanism. 

rectly to Arco Publishing Company, transfer, fluid mechanics, and elec- This provides rapid cleaning and 
480 Lexington Avenue, New York tric circuits. The classical mathe- metallizing. 
IZNY. matical behavior of such systems 

This invaluable book tells vou is then briefly outlined before at- Rocket Spraying 
clearly and concisely whee. and tacking the numerical procedures. “Rocket” spraving is Ul : 

ee oe re Mcncigs snopes os 3. Procedures suitable for hand _Xocket spraying is the term 
where to look for a part time job . ation aud fore rr given to one of the latest advances 

a. HOt dadustey and eoverament computation and for automatic ma- é stallizing, Rocket spraying 
Ay POR. ABONSIEY” ane Bee ie chine computation include itera- i Inefaliizing. Bockel spraying 
giving complete listings of part tion, relaxation, perturbation makes use of only one principle of 
time jobs, including a glossary of variational and finite difference a rocket—the exiting gas which has 
little known and unusual part time methods : a high temperature and a high ve- 
jobs and businesses. It tells you ae . sity. This vas melts and 3 es 

; look: for a. Wark time Gok 4. Three items frequently omitted locity This Bas melts nid vatomizes 
now to look for a part time job, ivi eheinedtine mathenaes GOwises a metal wire which is fed through 
with a thorough explanation of all 1 SnSincerMg mathemahes Courses the rocket nozzle. The gas. alsc 

, 2 ; are developed: matrix notation, the : a Bas also 
he tried and tested ways available 1" Covetopecs me , blows the metal particles agains the tried and tested ways available salaulus of variations. and the the slows the metal particles against 

: : ‘re a. little. shake calculus of variations, and the the- ies Gace wath Ticagveatare clas 
today. If you're a little shakey ~y of characteristics of partial dif the base metal. Its inventors claim 
ab ‘esumes, interviews and ap- OLY Of characteristics of partial dif- lise dadioe wilvantawes Dose 
about resumes, interviews and ap: ferential equations three major advantages over the 

plications, you will find everything nd ed ‘ » : 
von need tp know to veduues vow Stephen Crandall, the author, is gun method: 

v ervausness. Did you iaoge tat an associate professor of Mechani- 1. No air compressor is needed; 

flere. ars SESE laws 46 OBE cal Engineering, Massachusetts In- consequently, initial equip- 

part time orkees? Theyre all stitute of Technology. THE END mmenE Cost 18) lOWEE, > Ww ers! vre a 2. Pronane gas. which is cheaner 
summarized in this book. The book ~ Fropane ae which is cheaper 
concludes with an important bonus Metal Sprayin ae acetylene gas, may be 
section listing 1005 free publica- praying usec / 
tions relating to part time jobs. (Continued from page 21) 3. Smelter iomized particles are 

obtained; therefore, there is 
Metallizing is also used in less porosity in sprayed metals. 

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS printed circuits. Here, however, the . , ‘ 
By Stephen H. Crandall metal is sprayed on bakelite, plas- This method has not been ap- 

417 pages. $9.50 tics or similar non-conductors. plied commercially as yet and is 

Concerned with the analysis of | Ridges of the non-conductor are still in the experimental stage. 
highly complex engineering prob- left between the “wires” and the 
lems whose solution is being made circuit base is roughened, usually BIBLIOGRAPHY 
possibly by high-speed automatic — by sand blasting. Then, the entire 1. Occhsle, S. J., Jr, “Metal Spray— 

E y ») Svs] z & > Development and Application”, Metal 
computing machines, this book is circuit base is sprayed with a con- Finishing v 35 i fe Bee They, eG 
of unique interest to engineers or ducting metal. Finally, the sprayed : 7. _ re ANI u eng} g : y pray 2. Morris, Joe Lawrence, Welding Princi- 
engineering mathematicians. It con- metal surface is sanded until the ples for Engineers. New York: Pren- 
siders briefly the formulation of ridges of the non-conducting mate- tice-Hall, 1951. 
mathematical models and, more rial are exposed. This process is su- 3. Welding Handbook, 3rd Edition, 1950, 
thoroughly, the construction of — perior to other methods of circuit American Welding Socicty. 
computational programs for solving printing in one respect—vibration — + i H. tngham Abd ALP. Shepard, The 
these with automatic or hand com- does not cause the circuit to chip Metco: Metaliaing Hane hook. Now : : “ York: Metallizing Engineering Co., 
puting machines. or peel as in other processes. Inc, 

The material is arranged accord- 5. Plaster, H. J. (Metallization Ltd.), 
ing to a natural classification of the NEW DEVELOPMENTS “Mechanization ‘of the Metal Spray- 
basic types of problems in engi- ; (ag genase , Electroplating, 1956 9, 

neering analysis. The author Gang Spraying : , 
. ? . . Cag sranne | 6. J. A. Buffington and J. A. Browning, 

believes that the selection of appro- ang spraying (using several “Metal Spraying With Rockets”. 
priate numerical procedures cannot spray guns) is used mostly on long Welding Journal, 1956 35 (5). 
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A very familiar sight in the ME. building 1 saa on -- 
P Z [lista ams 

is Miss Judy Kennedy, secretary of the Air ro Cl | ae ie 

Force ROTC, who is seen working at her i i 
. : : , lace pie 

desk in the picture at the right. y = ehh ! 

E ji py | | : ‘ : 
i ' fa \' 

3 

‘ i wes Me] 
f 

‘Ay Pa A 
ae Ke ts Ss » a. 

: he G I f F A ——e ‘ . ‘ae c 

ee : } << a xy i 

: a é t a ba DS 

t Cy A We — 
| & Spo, _ 

B — Is UO 
{ oy LO NN roe 

Ne ae | GIRL OF THE MONTH 
ba ’ =f 
|. > Yoo ct 

Judy, who is from California, has . 2. =f 
, : -_ ,_.  . ff 

her home in Madison decorated in . Mah as “i . ; 
te ee ee 

, ot af 3 6 Co . Ree an Oriental motif. The symbols on | = ert cl twlmlUmrLre 

the wall in the picture above repre- kr we a i 

sent Happiness and Good Luck. ef ( hs oF | 

One of her interests is traveling, = . Pia. * 
s A —~ rFemm 

and she has been in various parts of : “mo sD ; 

the United States and Hawaii. Her or ~ —:C—Cltl( tt 

interests in sports are mainly swim- eo ~ \ _ “ ; 

ming and golf. ye 7 be 

—Photos by Walter Ronn i 4 fe et , FE . 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF RADAR pulse or echo for the purpose of SOUND SEARCHES 

FOR FLAWS 
CONTACT 

WITH THE MOON zetting the complete 
details of the 

effect Of the ionosphere 
on radio October, 1946; 

November, 
1946 waves. The use of long-range 

radar One of the great aids in mass 
We have all read about how on sets. during the war for warning production 

is the development 
of 

January 
10, 1946 a group of scien- against air attacks and for sub- non-destructive 

methods 
of testing 

tists supervised 
and directed by marine warfare 

played n0 | small materials 
and products. 

What good 
ke Si ci’ (kmeeexs coves part in the allied victory. With the is a large volume of production 

if 
the U. S. Army Signal Corps suc- na C veligica’ 

ae Boe erect : cessation 
of hostilities 

radar con- a large percentage 
of the finished ceeded in radar contact with the ; a Secs 5 : 5 -T s ‘ tinues its outstanding 

work, but products 
are imperfect? 

There are 
moon. To the average reader this ow for peaceful purposes 

in scien- quite a few nondestructive 
meth- 

Means VELy. little, but to the men tific research. 
ods of testing which have been de- 

working on the project this was the A planet which warrants an ex- veloped in the last few years. 
first step in the opening 

of a new haustive 
study is the moon. It is Among these are radiographic, field. Through 

past experiences 
known that the moon has a great spectrographic, 

magnetic, 
and su- 

radar specialists 
knew that the effect on our daily lives, since it personic methods of analyses. highly electrified 

outer areas of the holds sway over the tides and the Supersonic 
flaw detection 

oper- 
earth’s atmosphere 

had deleterious 
weather to such an extent that it ates on the principle 

of sending cftects on radio waves. This outer affects the crops and_ indirectly 
high frequency 

(inaudible 
sound 

area is termed the inonosyhere 
and the health of the inhabitants 

of waves of 0.5 to 12 megacycles) 
aa ne 38 to 250 miles above this planet. Now it may be possible sound waves into the material and 
the earth's surface, forming a tg dispel some of the age-old observing 

the reflection 
of these shield through which radio waves mystery that cloaks the moon, the waves. It is necessary 

that the fre- 
ore ees oe being sadar = action of which is bound by for- quency of the sound waves is high, 

doubts vlidtion sets powerful 
mass aeael 00 complicated 

for because, in order to get an appre- ENS | 71 lay understanding. 
With the best — ciable indication 

of a flaw, the 
enough to penetrate 

this shield radar equipment, 
it could be pos- wave length of the sound wave 

atk be built to operate satisfac- sible to measure the moon with an must be less than the smallest lat- 
ve electronic 

ruler for the purpose of eral division of the material being 
In order to make an analysis of getting practical 

data, which should inspected, 
Unlike radio waves, su- 

the effect of the ionosphere 
on ra- prove. much more enlightening 

personic sound waves are dissi- 
dion waves, it was deemed by the than the abstract data produced 

by pated very rapidly in air and travel 
specialists 

that first there must be the complicated 
calculations. 

best in materials 
such as metals, proof positive that radar signals It is also predicted 

that space liquids, plastics and wood. The 
could pass through this shield and ships from earth should be able to velocity of these longitudinal 

sound 
into the space beyond. Secondly, 

roam thousands 
of miles into the waves depends 

on two properties it was necessary 
to strike an object heavens to report astronomical 

of the material: 
the density and 

such as the moon from which an data, electronically 
computed 

the elastic properties. 
Thus it can 

echo could be received. 
Then a aboard such vessels. A further be seen that a change in speed will 

study could be made of the differ- proposal includes radar control of take place when a sound wave 
ences in the strengths 

of the broad- jet of rocket-propelled 
vessels cir- strikes a flaw, such as a crack, 

cast impulse and of the return im- cling above the earth. separation, 
or an air space. The 
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... THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE 3s. 

ea 
Since its inception nearly 23 years ago, tier will advance at an accelerated rate. will be made of the moon and the plan: 3 a 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given The preliminary instrument explora- ets and of the vast distances of inter 4) ae 
the free world its first tactical guided mis- _ tions that have already been made only _ planetary space; hard and soft landings | =F 9 
sile system, its first earth satellite, and seem to define how much there is yet will be made in preparation for the time 7 
its first lunar probe. to be learned. During the next few years, when man at last sets foot on new worlds. ely 

In the future, under the direction of the payloads will become larger, trajectories In this program, the task of JPL is toy Be cee. 
National Aeronautics and Space Admin- will become more precise, and distances gather new information for a better uns i ahs 
istration, pioneering on the space fron- covered will become greater. Inspections derstanding of the World and Universe. ne if 

ae “We do these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of | Who, at this present time, can predict what potential benefits BPs 
Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and to man exist in this enterprise? No one can say with any accu- ea then setting out to find the answers. In the course of getting racy what we will find as we fly farther away from the earth, at these answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that __ first with instruments, then with man. It seems to me that we ‘ate ea have sometimes surprised even the scientist. are obligated to do these things, as human beings’’ eae “Who can tell what we will find when we get to the planets? DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL us a 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY a. ae JET PROPULSION LABORATORY Aa ie 
A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration aes 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA Selene: 
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields: a Re 

INFRA-RED * OPTICS * MICROWAVE *¢ SERVOMECHANISMS ¢ COMPUTERS ¢ LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION ¢ ENGINEERING MECHANICS eats STRUCTURES ¢ CHEMISTRY ¢ INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 4 a Hi 
Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. | % ‘| 5, : 

Sh 
Lee eee 
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TIROS satellite orbiting towards ground station in Eastern United States. 

ad ” 
- 

As you read these lines, the most remarkable horizon-locating system, complex receiving and _ trans- 

“weather reporter” the world has ever known mitting equipment, and a solar power supply that collects 

hurtles around our globe many times a day, its energy from the sun itself. In addition to the design 

. . and development of the actual satellite, scientists and 
hundreds of miles up in outer space. i Are ~ D were pesporiss engineers at RCA’s “Space Center’? were responsible 

The TIROS satellite is an orbiting television system. for the development and construction of a vast array 
Its mission is to televise cloud formations within a belt of equipment for the earth-based data processing and 
several thousand miles wide around the earth and trans- command stations. 
mit a series of pictures back to special ground stations. ‘cg ‘ 

hae P . P oF ¥ Project TIROS was sponsored by the National Acro- 
Weather forecasters can then locate storms in the making ? a ‘ . 

> . r nautics and Space Administration. The satellite pay- 
. .. to help make tomorrow’s weather forecast more . : 
accuratethan ever load and ground station equipment were developed and 

. : built by the Astro-Electronic Products Division of RCA, 

The success of experimental Project TIROS opens the under the technical direction of the U. S. Army Signal 
door lo a new era in weather forecasting—with benefits to Research and Development Laboratory. 

people of all lands, dL tts experiment Way, Mee 80 Gaara The same electronic skills which made possible the 
weather satellites which can provide weathermen with hour- . i : . . 

- : success of man’s most advanced weather satellite are em- 

by-hour reports of cloud cover prevailing over the entire — godied in all RCA products—RCA Victor black & white 
world. Weather forecasts, based on these observations, may and color television sels, radio and high-fidelity systems 
then give ample time to prepare Jor Jloods, hurricanes, enjoyed in millions of American homes. 
tornadoes, typhoons and blizzards—time which can be used 

lo minimize damage and save lives. TH E M OST TR U STED 

Many extremely “sophisticated” techniques and de- 
vices were required to make Project TIROS a success— NAME IN ELECTRONICS 
two lightweight satellite television cameras, an infra-red RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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Es me we Gy “A sense of humor is the oil of life’s engine. Without 

sf sl Ae it the machinery creaks, squeaks, and groans. No lot is 
aon Ro, so hard, no aspect of things so grim, but that it relaxes 

~ co \) ee" seeieare » >> Si ar ® ESSERE before a hearty laugh.”—TSD t/ Y Se xt OD d 

.: ~“ 

Betcha Deda Z Kuow A young man-about-town took a The young lady eyed her escort 
glamorous girl out on a date. They — with disapproval. “That’s the fourth 

L. That an angel is just a pedes- were driving down a moonlit coun- time yowve gone back for more 

trian who jumped too late. try lane when the engine suddenly punch, Horace,” she said coldly. 

2. The most delightful is the one  Coughed and the car came toa halt. — “Doesn't it embarrass you at all?” 
that keeps you from going “That's funny,” said the young = “Why should it?” the engineer 
some where you didn’t want — ™an. “I wonder what that knock- shrugged. “I keep telling them I’m 
to go, ing was? getting it for you.” 

a Tp. . . . “Well I can tell you one thing 
3. [fs practically impossible to » . was 

J for sure,” the girl answered icily, 
tell, where an orderly) woman Te -wasn’k opportunity.” 
will pul things. ° PP y: 

4. My friends laughed at these Suacedl , Mr 
jokes not because Vm funny, Thought og the Mouth 4% 

_ because they are. ; The shortest way to do many “ 
5. 1 got a lot of birthday pres- things is to do only one thing at Phe e 

ents that were just what I q time. — [ae 
needed to exchange for exactly —Richard Ceck ee oO 
what 1 wanted. f= ee 

Little Boy: “May I come in your a 

In a thermo class the students yard and get my arrow? — . | 
were being orally tested. Neighbor: Yes, where did it -_— - 

The professor asked several ques- fall? « wae . 4 a SU 
tions, and then it was one of the Boy: I think it’s stuck in your _ —— = F 
“hep cats” turn the answer. cat. \ — i 
“You...” said the professor 5 eS 4, Ee — - 

pointing to this fellow, “what is / Art Student: I've got a splinter < -— _ | 

steam?” in my finger. ; rt — | 
“Steam? Why Professor, that’s Engineer: “Been scratching your . _ “- | 

mace ehonele cathy Hb abe hang” head again.” ee 
water that’s crazy with the heat. 2 i ~~, 2 

According to math majors, golf et i 8 = 
Wife: Do you have a good mem- is a game in which one ball 1% a i. as 

ory for faces?” inches in diameter is placed on a “Ga * 7 
C.E.: “Of course I have.” another ball 8,000 miles in dia- Gomme... 7 heiter ace that final 

Wife: “That's good, I just meter. The object is to hit the small ney say it gets pretty hot in summer 
dropped your shaving mirror. ball, but not the large one. school. 
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A college student arrived at the a 
pearly gates where St. Peter asked 
him who he was. After replying | 
that he was a liberal arts major, ——_———— | 
St. Peter said, “Go to the devil.” . 

Some time later a political mlz Sh 
science major arrived and upon a Ell NE 
being asked who he was, was told | Ti o gh = \ 
to go to Hades. I i ie ys 

Then another student arrived a 140 )) 
with his slide rule in hand and was | = ? a) 
asked the same question. He re- | r T , f a rT 
plied, “I'm an engineer,” and St. | oe . . ew MEER 

Peter replied, “Come on in son, ae AY \s \, 2 C ee 
you’ve been through Hell already!” | a NY s;] NS iS» 

| \ G S # a V7, i 

A quiet little freshman co-ed || DSS C ( u : Ms 
from the country was on her first AAA : WS y . 2 by s 

college date, and thrilled beyond AZ ’ fe wy ts ys ") 
words. She didn’t want to appear mes) Lt Hh I} a ; N 
“countrified”, so she put on her No | F | LX , s MA 

prettiest dress, got a sophisticated « . lL? / , Ae 
hair-do, and was all prepared to oy V (D a | ie 
talk understandingly about music, — V & LY ee! X= . 
art, or politics. Vy Sy eee ———at g 

Her date took her to a movie q ~AC 1 } == 18 } aw 
and then to the favorite college Vi z i . 
bar, ea} | ) ve 

“Two beers,” he told the waiter. el aN aaa N 
She, not to be outdone, mur- a Se 

mured, “The same for me.” Roe Wool, 

History Prof: “What is a mon- “Where’s my slide rule, Glouster?!!” 
archy?” 

king? A people governed by a Grandmother was a diabetic pa- During mock maneuvers the 
y a ‘ tient and, although put on a strict army commander ordered a sign 

. History Prof: Whe ‘ould relgn diet, she would not conform to all to be displayed on a bridge stat- 
if the king would die’ of the Doctor’s orders and was ing: “This bridge has been de- 

M.E.: “The queen. “cheating” all the time. After nu- — stroyed by air attack.” But to his 
History Prof: “And if the queen merous violations, she was sent to chagrin, he noticed through his 

should die?” the hospital. field glasses that a foot regiment 
M.E.: “The Jack.” Owing to the crowded condition | was crossing the bridge despite 

of the hospital, the only available his orders. He sent his adjutant to 
If all the freshmen in the world room was in the maternity ward. the officer in charge to find out 

were placed in a line holding After she had been there a few how he dared to defy his orders. 
hands, they would reach more than days her little granddaughter paid An hour later the adjutant was 
halfway across the ocean, her a visit. As the little girl was back. “It’s all right, sir,” he re: 

A lot of seniors would be in favor lolling in front of her grand- ported. ‘The troops are wearing 
of this scheme. mother’s room, some visitors signs saying, “We are swimming! 

walked past. “What are you doing “Junior, I saw you kick your lit- 

It seems that a co-ed on the hill here? cae . tle next-door neighbor. Why?” 
was in the habit of sending notes am visiting, my grandmother. “I was tired of playing with him 
to her professors and signing them . ‘Grandmother! said one of the and I wanted him to go home!” 
appropriately. Thus to her english visitors in astonishment. ‘What is “Why didn’t you just ask him to 

prof, “Literally yours.” To her she doing here? go home?” 

math prof, “Mathematically yours,” “Oh,” said the youngster, “She’s “Why, Daddy! That wouldn’t 
and to her history prof, “Histor- | been cheating again.” have been polite.” 
ically yours.” And this semester she cove 

took anatomy. Professor: If I talk too long, it’s Heard any good jokes lately? 
because I forgot my watch and Send them to “Stripped Gears” c/o 

C.E.: “Have you heard about the there’s no clock in this hall. Wisconsin Engineer, 333 M.E. 
girl they call turnpike because Ci.E.: “There’s a calendar behind Bldg. One dollar will be awarded 
there isn't a curve in sight?” you.” for each joke used. 
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The care and feeding of a % yo missile system 
—¥ y ie 

et, 

Pet 

qj29T eyes “= It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way. 
“4 i a i 14 : _| Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction 
A 7 i eeu | of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the 
a ‘ q . _ : > = g reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including 

Ss = 7) all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system 
| : utilization and crew training. This complete job allows Douglas missiles like 

| THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test 
; i to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas 

ae A is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the. design of missiles, 
. + ee space systems and their supporting equipment. Write to C. C. LaVene, 

a * Zz. Box P-600, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

LA 44) \ a . Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation 
2 Sa requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space DO U G LAS 

, -«i probes with Donald W. Douglas, dr., President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Ill MILITARY AIRCRAFT Ill DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS Ill AIRCOMB® Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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Chain Conveyors the variables such as weight, load Because this is a recent develop- 
. size, frequency of moves, and ment, there is as yet no set stand- 

(Continued fromipage 14) length of haul, The drive must ard for rating this type of conveyor. 

. . therefore be selected individually Each manufacturer has his own 
eed tolllice oie eae foe each dnstallation: ameae of nompubing the variables. 

> @ a or these reasons it is recom- 
sembly lines of small unit items, By its very nature, the slat chain mended that each contemplated in- 
and in foundries handling a large _ conveyor is limited to flat bottomed stallation be studied individually 

number of castings. packaged material. However, with — by someone who is completely fa- 
Recently a modification of this the new developments and modifi-  miliar with this type of equipment. 

conveyor has been adapted to the cations it can be used to handle it muse bo vemembered that 

handling of bulk material. The bulk material, irregularly shaped each conveyor discussed in this re- 

movement 1s accomplished by units, and packaged goods and port is a separate mechanism, Al- 
forming a chain of H-shaped links. parts. It remains a flexible member though there may be a few factors 
The bulk material to be handled is of the conveyor family and contin- common to all of them, there are 
then placed upon the COnVENOL and ues to be widely used throughout limitations and problems which are 

& Sarmied away, Such am installa- industry. peculiar to each one. For this very 

ae likely to be found in a saw- reason, the fact that each is really 

mill, 207 papermill as a refuse basically different from the others, 
conveyor or in a similar application. FLIGHT CHAIN CONVEYOR no general statement concerning 

As with all conveyors there are “ chain conveyors can be made, 
limitations to this type of installa- Basic Components ‘ 
tion. Because the material being The flight chain conveyor, the BIBLIOGRAPHY 

handled is carried above or directly most recent development in the : . 
-  epaaiats ‘4 f f f . Immer, John R., Materials Handling, Me- 

on the conveyor, special precau- chain conveyor family, is used for Graw Hill, New York, 1953. 

tions must be taken to guard the movement of bulk material. Haynes, D. Oliphant, Materials Handling 

against dust, corrosion, and wear. This movement is accomplished by Equipment, Chilton Company, Phil- 
Failure is likely to occur if the ma- moving the material through adelphia. ; oy 
terial being handled happens to troughs and passages in which a Muara Handling: Handbook, Vel. J 
drop into the working mechanism. chain with attached scoops is run. “selecting Handling Equipment,” Fac- 

Temperature also becomes an im- tory Management and Maintenance, 

portant factor in this conveyor’s op- | o January 1948. . 

eration. The Link-Belt Company Practical Applications hole Chain and Sprockets,” Link-Belt 

suggests that a special investigation The flight chain has found wide #2657. 
of the installation be made if op- application in the handling of bulk 
erating temperatures are above animal feed, coffee, corn, fow, and: San 
500°F. grain. Because it handles this type 

of material, outdoor installations INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 

aa : are very common. Its application is 

Variations) Possible limited by such things as: Page 

. This mechanism can be mounted 1. The moisture content of the American Telephone and Tele- 
in such a way as to carry material material. GRGBH! cpeeeenere aaron 25 

nen Oi many ee 2. The weight of the material COUNAS RADIO cecemcremcmnne 8 

directional or bi-directional de- handled. . . Convair-Pomona __.--------- 17 

pending upon the type of drive 3. The drive efficiency of the . 38 
unit installed. This equipment is motor over a varied set of op- Douglas Aircraft ------------ 

used primarily for horizontal move- erating conditions. Eastman Kodak __Inside Back Cover 

ment. It can be adapted to inclines 4. The danger of “dust” explo- . 

or declines if certain refinements, sions. Garrett Corporation --------- 4 

such as a push or cross bar, are General Electric __..-- -Back Cover 

added to prevent slippage. Performance Characteristics General Motors Corporation --- 1 

ince this type of equipment is 
Performance Characteristics # fay oe Mlevelopment, “there Jet Prop Lab ----.---------- 34 

The slat conveyor gives continu- is no standard data available which Radio Corporation of America - 35 

ous service, with the frequency of pertains to drives, serviceable dis- ‘ I Burdsall, Ward Bolt 30 

moves depending on the weight tances, and speeds. Usseh ' oo 

and size of the material being han- It is known however that the Sikorsky Aircraft -..--------- 9? 

dled. It can handle very heavy movement is continuous, that up- . 

loads, a weight of 2500 Ibs. not be- grades and downgrades are possi Standard Oil Company ------ 3 

ing uncommon, Distances serviced ble, and that it can be run in either United States Steel Corpora- 

by the heavy load conveyor are — direction, This last characteristic tion _....---Inside Front Cover 
usually held to below 300 feet. The means that it can be run both as a 
drives of the installation depend on loader and unloader of material. ————————————— 
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: So You Think ef o You in 

: Youre SMART! Ou re : 

[ by Sneedly, Law’65 

my son was married, so it is pos- the eight o'clock train. Jack thinks 
sible that he was then in his early his watch is twenty-five minutes 
twenties and my father in his six- fast, while in fact it is ten minutes 
ties. This condition suggests 26 and slow. Ed thinks his watch is ten 
62 but their product is 1612 and minutes slow, while in reality it has 
surely my son was not married gained five minutes. What is going 
then. So my father might be in his to happen if both, relying on their 
seventies. Try 27 and 72. This gives watches, try to be at the station five 
1944 when multiplied, and is the minutes before the train leaves. 
only possible solution. I must be 54. In response to a few comments 

3. He divides the group into by some “on the ball” engineers, I 
three parts of three, three and two. will make it a habit to print the 
He then weighs the three against name of the winner from the 

HAT is the hardest month the three. If they balance, the bad previous month each time, so those 
V4 of the school year to be an coin is one of the remaining concerned may be duly consoled. 

engineer? May, of course. — two, which another weighing will The winner from last month (April 
This month only the most ambi- quickly reveal, If they do not bal- 1960) was Jerome Hanson, 71614 
tious and most motivated engineers ance, he weighs two of the group W. Dayton St. 
are getting their reports in on time. of three that was heaiver on the . 

And those reports certainly have a first weighing. If these two balance, Send your answers with your own 
horrible, mysterious way of piling the bad coin is the one left out. If name and address to: 
up about now. they do not balance, the bad coin SNEEDLY 

How should you arouse yourself is the heavier of the two. c/o The Wisconsin. Engineer 
from your annual spring stupor? I Now for this month’s problems 333 Mechanical Engineering 
have no positive suggestions, but and your last chance to pick up Building 
here are a few negative ones. an easy ten dollars for sending in Madison 6, Wisconsin 

1. Don't even think of, much less the first set of correct answers. . 

go near, Picnic Point. 1. Connect all the dots in the pat- All answers me be ae he the 
2. Stay away from all piers and tern below with four continuous mail and only etters wit the cor- 

beaches. Don't rationalize and tell straight line segments. rect HDS WETS having the earliest 
Gursele CAL WUE Guly HOE Gut postmark will be considered the 
VOUTSE going : 
in the sun to study. , : . : winner(s). 

3. Always remember that tennis, ‘ é ‘ 
sailing, and golfing are reserved ex- LAST YEAR’S WINNERS 
clusively for English students and ° ° ° 
Home Ec majors. - . P. C. Owzanrsxt 

If you do succumb to any of the 2 Can you make 1000, using only March "60 
pleasures, relax and think of my cight 8's? You may Use aly PYOces5 Jor. Bartow 
theme song, “Marana in arithmetic to solve the problems. February '60 

The answers to April's problems To illustrate: in order to make 100 EPH C. KopEc 
are: with four 9’s we could write 9979/9 Josepn C. a 

lL. The length of CD is 9.2 or to make 5 with three 5’s we January "6 
tiiclieg. - could write 5,5 x 5, Kenneri Gasper 

2. Trial and error for this one, A 3. For all the clock watchers in December '59 
fairly recent year must be in the the crowd, Jack and Ed were to Josern C, Koprck 
1940's or 1950's. In this recent year meet at the railroad station to make October '59 
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ff Ts If your sights are set@/ “4 on outer space— 

pgs 

3 oY aoy 

lg TPS oy —yo Uu | fi n d 

> Ny TIM) & Photography 
e eC BS 2 who at WOr 
hs A Py 8 with you. 
eal) yf 

At 2. \ a From the time a scientist’s mind first 

Ls gir _ A - sparks an idea for exploring space, 
/ i og _ | - photography gets to work with him. It 

lk Je « saves countless hours in the drafting 
. " L _ 7 -“~— stage by reproducing engineers’ plans 

. , | oa hl and drawings. It probes the content 
a rh hed 2 i and structure of metals needed by 

we. a bg a \ photomicrography, photospectrography 
ee | vi ba gk or x-ray diffraction. It checks the opera- 
coe |. a / © i 4 r tion of swift-moving parts with high- 

cl vi — — rrt— speed movies—records the flight of the 
a. re 44 device itself—and finally, pictures what 

b = (oe a it is in space the scientist went after in 
a) ae = el | 12 the first place. 

= 8 _ | _ There’s hardly a field on which you 
yy oo  — ~« can set your sights where photography 
[i _ a Ly _ YY does not play a part in producing a 

eo hh  ,., = Cy _ better product or in simplifying work 
nae Cs . and routine. It saves time and costs in 

: — |. f s research, in production, in sales and 

ae a a _ . ys in office routine. 

ol ld i oe A So in whatever you plan to do, 
* Cu i i a Ng Cd take full advantage of all of the ways 

Sif eee « photography can help, 
hy 5 a F |) — 4a With photography and photographic proc- 

a " | a wa} esses becoming increasingly important in the 

. ‘ , a business and industry of tomorrow, there 

Da N \.. _ ee are new and challenging opportunities at 
q - oe ow Kodak in research, engineering, electronics, 

' ‘, . design, sales, and production. 
| f at ? If you are looking for such an interesting : 

i | } opportunity, write for information about j 

o . careers with Kodak. Address: Business and Z 

USS. Air Force I.C.B.M. “Titan” shown in the vertical test Technical Personnel Department, Eastman £ 

laboratory at the Martin Company, Denver, Colorado. Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. ho 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Kod ik 

Rochester 4, N.Y. Le O@ as



Le 4 a Se One of a series 
| _~ ss | 
a Te) Ve _ Interview with i a: 3 I : 
| . : «9. 

i _ General Electric’s Byron A, Case 
. j Le : 

_. —r——— © ag . e _ 2. : . ale | Manager—Employee Compensation Service a 4 ee 

= y _ 

, gf = Your Salary 
ioe ee y eg - 

Ce |_| at General Electric 

Several surveys indicate that salary is Q_ When could | expect my first salary class are more than double the 1954 

not the primary contributor to job increase from General Electric and how median starting rates and, in some 

satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con- much would it be? cases, are three or four times as great. 

siderations will certainly play a big A Whether a man is recruited for a Q What kinds of benefit programs 

part in your evaluation of career ep" specific job or for one of the principal does your company offer, Mr. Case? 
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the training programs for engineers—the : . 

salary policies of a large employer of Engineering and Science Program, the A Since I must be brief, I shall merely 

engineers like General Electric will Manufacturing Training Program, or outline the many General Electric em- 

help you focus your personal salary the Technical Marketing Program—his ployee benefit programs. These include 

objectives. individual performance and salary are a liberal pension plan, insurance plans, 

Salary—a most individual and per- reviewed at least once a year. an emergency aid Plan, employee dis- 
sonal aspect of your job-—is difficult to For engineers one year out of col- counts, and educational assistance pro- 

discuss in general terms. While recog- _—_Jege, our recent experience indicates a — 8Fams. . 
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering first-year salary increase between 6 and The General Electric Insurance Elan 

as directly as possible some of your 15 percent. This percentage spread re- has beer widely hailed asi & ipace 
questions concerning salary: flects the individual’s job performance setter Saperioas ees a — 

- and his demonstrated capacity to do tion to helping employees and their Q_ Mr. Case, what starting salary does > vas . . . 
your company pay graduate engineers? more difficult work. So you see, salary families meet onstnary mee expen 

adjustments reflect individual perform- ses, the Plan also affords Bore CHO 
A Well, you know as well as I that ance even at the earliest stages of against the expenses of “catastrophic 
graduates’ starting salaries are greatly professional development. And _ this accidents and illnesses which can wipe 

influenced by the current demand for emphasis on performance increases Ut personal savings and put a family 
engineering talent. This demand es- as experience and general competence deeply in debt. Additional coverages in- 
tablishes a range of “going rates” for increase. clude life insurance, accidental death 

engineering graduates which is no <—s Q How much can | expect to be making ee eo, antt 

widely known on our’ (campus. ee after five years with General Electric? ql P. Pp hich ng 
cause General Electric seeks outstand- , . - Security Program which permits em- 

ing men, G-E starting salaries for these A As T just mentioned, ability has a ployees to invest up to six percent of 
candidates lie in the upper part of the sharply increasing influence on your their earnings in U.S. Savings Bonds 

range of “going rates.” And within a so yer have ie oa deal of per- or in combinations of Bonds and Gen- 
General Electric’s range of starting sal- Sona contro over the answer to your eral Electric stock. These savings are 
aries, each candidate’s ability and question. supplemented by a Company Propor- 
potential are carefully evaluated to de- It may be helpful to look at the ‘Cure tionate Payment equal to 50 percent 

termine his individual starting salary. rent salaries of all General Electric of the employee’s investment, subject 
technical-college graduates who re- to a prescribed holding period. 

Q_ How do you go about evaluating ceived their bachelor’s degrees in 1954 

my ability and potential value to your (and now have five years’ experience). If you would like a reprint of an 
company? Their current median salary, reflect- informative article entitled, “How 

. : F x es 
A WS evaluat Seen Maaaual ja te ing both merit and economic changes, to Evaluate Job Offers > by Dr. L. 
licht of int . ailabl . is about 70 percent above the 1954 E. Saline, write to Section 959-14, ght of information available to us: . 3 Cc 13% GC Electric C Sch ‘tad 
type of degree; demonstrated scholar- median starting rate. ‘urrent sa aries oernera Electric Co., Schenectady 

: : ae for outstanding engineers from this 5, New York. 
ship; extra-curricular contributions; work 

experience; and personal qualities as 

appraised by interviewers and faculty Progress ks Our Most /mportant Product members. These considerations deter- 
mine where within G.E.’s current sal- 

ary range the engineer’s starting salary 
will be established.
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